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PEACEAGREEMENT
The Government of El Salvador and tbe Prente Farabundo Marti pars la
Liberacidn National (hereinafter referred
to as "the Parties").
mm
that their purpose, as set forth in the Geneva Agreement
of
4 April 1990, is "to end the armed conflict by political
means
as speedily as
possible, promote the democratization of the country, guarantee unrestricted
respect
for
humanrights and reunify Salvadorian society",
&9&a
in mind the San Jo&,
Mexico
and New York Agreements
of
26 July 1990, 27 April 1991 and 25 September 1991 respectively.
arrived at by
them
in the course
of the negotiating process conducted with the active
participation
of the Secretary-General of the United Nations
ant3 of his
Representative, which Agreements
form a whole with the Agreement
signed today,
v
nqotiations
on all
Agenda of 21May 1990 and of the NewYork
25 September
1991,

the substantive items of the Caracas
CompressedNegotiations of

w
the set of political
agreements
that follow, whose
implementation, together with that of the earlier Agreements mentioned above,
will put a definitive
end to the Salvadorian armed conflictr
CNAPTEB I

1.

-0FTNEs

The doctrine for the armed forces, on the basis of the constitutional
agreed to in April 1991, ati defined by law, shall conform to the
principles set Zorth below, and henceforth
their institutional
regime and
educational s+tem
shall be based exclusively on those principles and their
operations
shall be bound by strict observance of them:
reform

A.

The mission of the armed forces is to defend the sovereignty of the
State and the integrity
of its territory,
according to the terms of
the regime
defined for them by the Constitution and the laws. The
performance
of this mission is inseparable from democratic values
and strict respect for all parts of the Constitution.

B.

As enteb1inhea

in t&h C”nstitutioni

lse

c,med

farces

are

a ,p?rma*nt

institution
in the service of the nation.
They shall be obedient,
professional, apolitical
and non-deliberative.
Their institutional
I...
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regime and operations shall also be consistent with tho principles
derivSng from the rule of law, the primacy of the dignity of the
humanperson and respect for humanrights3 respect for and defence
of the sovereignty of the Salvadorian people8 the concept of the
armed
forces as an institution
free from all con3iderations of
politics,
ideology or social position or any other dlscriminationt
and the subordination of the armad forces to the constitutional
authorities.
C.

The armed forces owe respect to the political
order determined by
the sovereign will of the people r.nd all political
or social changes
generated by that .will. in accordance with democratic procedures
conaistsnt with ube Constitution.
Their institutions1
regime a&
operations shall be defined in terms ensuring a harmonious
relationship at all timeo with civilian
society and the normal
activities
of their members
as part of that society.

D.

a State
institution.
the armec¶ forces
play an instrumental,
non-decision-making role in the political
field.
Consequently, only
the President of the Republic and the basic organs
of government
may
use the 3rmod forces
to implement the provisions they have adopted,
-within their respective constitutional
areas of competence, to
enforce
the Constitution.
Similarly,
those authorities have
exclusive competence to verify whether the political
or social
changes referred to in the preceding paragraph are consistent with
the Constitution.

E.

The doctrine of the armed forces is based on a distinction
between
the concept8 of seaurity and defence. National defence, the
responsibility
of the armed forces,
is intended to safeguard
sovereignty and territorial
integrity
against outside military
threat.
Security. even when it includes this notion, is a broader
concept based on unrestricted respect for the individual and social
rights of the person. It includes, in addition to national &fence,
economic.
political
and social aspects whichgo beyond the
constitutional
sphere of competence of the armed farces
and are the
responsibility
of other sectors of society and of the State.

F.

The maintenance of internal peace, tranquillity,
order and public
security lies outefde the normal functions of the arme6 forces
as an
institution
responsible for national defence.
The armed forces play
a role in this sphere only in very exceptional
circumtstences,
where
the normal meads have been exhausted, on the terms established in
the constitutional
reform approved in April 1991.

As

/...
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2.

-SYGTEM

Beiterating
fully their previous agreemants, whereby the professional
training
of member8 of the armed forces shall emphasise the pre-eminence of
humandignity snd democratic values , respect for huaan rights aud the
subwdination
of such forces to the constitutional
authorities,
the Parties
have reaahed the following agreeuentsr
A.

The legal framework of the armed forces educational and training
systeu shall be defined on the basis of the provision6 of
articles 212 and 213 of the constitutional
refonn agreed to in
April 1991.

B.

The doctrinal framework of the armed foraes educational system shall
be defined by the doctrinal principles set forth in this chapter.
Those principles shall be the doctrinal foundation of all armed
forces educational and training programues at all levels.

C.

Curricula aad study programes for the training and education of the
armed forces shall inalude, in addition to military
and techuical
subjects, scientific
and humanistic rtudies in order to provide an
all-round education which gives students the necessary
skills to
participate
actively in the institutional
life of the country and
promotes at all times an harmonious relationship with civilian
society, as well as their normal activities
as membersof that
society.

D.

In order to attain fully the goals outlined
in the preceding
paragraph" membersof the armed forces shall be encouraged to take
professional and postgraduate courses at the country98 universities.

8.

The Military
College shall be run on a collegiate basis in teaching
matters.
Its Director shall be the President
of ea Academic Council
which shall inalude membersof the military and civilians
from the
academia world.
Members of the Aaademia Council shall be appointed
by the President of the Republic.

F.

COPA shall decide on the number of members of the Aaademia CounciL
which shall comprise an equal number of aivilians
and military
personnel.

0.

Civilian

President
pluralism

of the Academic Council shall bs appointed by the
of tbe Republic, on the basis of criteria
of political
from lists of three candidates proposed by COPA8.

members

8.

The teaching staff shall be appointed by the Academic Council, which
shall ensure that uo political
tendency
predominates amongthat staff.

I.

The Director of the Military
President of the Republic.

College shall bs appointed by the
/ .. .
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3.

s.

The admissions
system shall be detetm1ned
by the Acwlemic
which shall ensure that it is not discriminatory.

K.

COPA shall
oversee,
in particular,
the implementation
of
paragraphs
(0). (II) and (J), under the terms laid down in the
York
Agreement of 25 September 1991.

gmwmu&N

Council.

Pew

..

The Patties
egree to a process of purification
of the armed forces,
the framework
of the peece process
and with a view to the supreme
objective
df nctional
reconciliation,
based on evaluation
of all members
the armed forces
by an ad hoc Commission.
within

\c;f

A.

The evaluation
shall
take into account the past performance
of each
officer,
including,
in particularr
(1) his record of observance
of
the legal order,
with particular
emphasis on respect
for
human
rights.
both is his personal
conduct and in the rigour
with which he
has ordered
the rsdress
snd punishment
of unlawful
acts, excesses or
human rights
violations
committed
under his command, especially
if
there have been serious
or systematic
omissions
in the ratter
respeat;
(2) his Professional
competencer
and (3) his capacity
to
function
in the neu situation
of Peace , witbin
the context
of a
democratic
society,
and to promote
the domocratiaation
of the
country.
guarantee unrestricted
respect
for
humanrights and reunify
Salvadorian
society,
which is the common
purpose agreed upon by tho
Parties in the Geneva Agreement.
The existence
of serious
deficiencies in any one of the above-mentioned
areas could be
sufficient
grounds for the ad hoc Commission to take the decisioas
required
under paragraph
(0) of thie section.

8.

The evaluation
shall be carried
out by a rigorously
impartial
ad hoc
Commission composed of three Salvadorian8
of recognised
independence
of judgement
and un*mpeachable
democratic
credentials.
It shall
also include
two officers
of the armed forces with impeccable
professional
records,
who shall have access'only
to the
deliberations
of the Commission;
they shall not have access to the
investigation
phase to be carried
out by the ad hoc Cosnnission,
nor
be involved
in the final
phase of the investigation,
but they may
have access to its conclusioBs.
The selection
of the three civilian
members of the ad hoc
Cosnnission
is the result
of a process of consultations
carried out
by the Becretary-General
of the united
Patione,
the outcome
of which
has already
been communicated
to both Parties.
The President
of the
Republic
&all
issue, within
five days from the signing of this
Agreement,
his endorsement
giving
legal
form and force to the
COmmi66iOB,
If aecesmry,;
the -La!se procedure
rhal1 be 08~~ to
replace
any member of the ~omrnission
who is permanently
unable to
serve.
The two officers
of the armed forces who are to participate

I...
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in the ad hoc Comniseion
appointed by the Proeident

on

the conditions
iadicated
of the Republic.

above shall

be

c.

The Conmission on the Truth established
by the Mexico Aqreements
of
28 April 1991 (hereinafter
referred
to as '@the Commission on the
TrutW) may appoint an observer to the ad hoc Commission.

D.

The ad hoc Conmission
staff
as it considers

B.

The Ministry
of Defence and Public BecurCcy, f/ as well as any
public entity, shall supply the ad hoc Comnission with any
information it requests, including information on the service record
of each officer.
In any case, the ad tot Conmission may avail
itself
of information from any source
which it considers reliable.

P.

The ad hoc Commissionstall adopt and, where necessary,
request
the
adoption of any neaaure wtich, in its view, is necessary for its own
safety and to ensure the safety and physical and moral integrity
of
persons who, in any form or manner, cooperate with it in the
fulfilnent
of its mission.

0.

The ad hoc Conmission shalL adopt its conclusiona. after
hearing the
parties comemeG, on the basis of *&I provisions of paragraph (A)
of this section.
Its conclusions may include a change of duty
station andr where necessary, the discharge of the staff evaluated.

8.

The ad hoc Comn4seionshall endeavour to adopt its decisions
unanimously, but if this is not poeeiblo a vote by the majority
ita members
shall suffice.

I.

Tbe evaluation shall be extended to non-conmissioned officers when,
in the judgenent of the ad hoc Comniesion, there is justifioation
for

doing

shall be provided
necessary.

with

such civilian

support

of

so.

J.

The ad hoc Comniesion stall conclude ita evaluation within a nanimuu
period of three months tram the date of its establishment.
The
correrpondiag
administrative decisions shall be taken within 30 day8
from ths date on which the aanalurione are conmunicated to the
Qovernment by the ad hoc Commissionand &all be implemented
within
60 days from that date.

B.

The results
of the evaluation shall not prevent tbe implementation
of such reconmendationr as the Comnission on the Truth may nsakeat
the appropriate time.

Ths results of the constitutional

reform will

be taken into account.
/ ...
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The new situation of peace shall include the reduction of the armed
to a siae appropriate to their doctrine and to the functions assigned
to them by the Constitution within the framework of the constitutiolral
reform
reaultiag from the Mexico Agreements. Accordingly,
pursuant to the New York
Agreement, the Government has submitted to the Secretary-General of the United
Nations a plan for the reduction of the ormed forces, which the
Secretary-General has madeknown to FULN. The implementation of the plan must
have the practical consequenceof making reductions in the various branches of
the armed forces.
forces

A.

Qraanisatiog
The organisation of the armed forces shall be adapted to their
institutions1
mission in peacetime, in keeping with the functions
assigned to them by the Constitution.
This means:
a.

The type of units appropriate for performing the various tasks
corresponding to that mission;

b.

The appropriate structure. organisation and equipment for
units by branch, service, category (rank) and specialityt

C.

8.

Staffing

requirements. by unit,

such
and

miesion anrd rank.

llaain
a.

The reduction of uuits shall be based on the reorganisation of
the armed foraes.
The number and type of units shall be in
keeping with the rew organisation.

b.

In any case, the reduction covers units established as a
consequence of the conflict.

The reorganisation and the reduction of units involve
cutting back
personnel in the various categories, brsnahee and services or
apeaialities of the armed forces.
The number of officeze
shall be
reduced in accordance with the reduction plan and shall be
aommen8.uratewith the normal needs of an army.

MWj.&,& and eguipment shall be in keeping with the new
organisation, the doctrine end colratitutional
mission of the armed
forcer e

/ ...
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E.
Reduatim
no longer
P.

involves the conversion,
return
used by the armed forces.

or disposal

of facilities

structures
All administrative and service structures shall be adapted to the
new situation of peace aud to the doctrine aud the new
constitutional
mission of the arued forces.

5.

gblD

The Parties recoquioe the need to clarify
and put en end to any
indication of impunity on the part of officers of the armed forces.
particularly
in cases where respect for humanrights is jeopardised.
To that
end, the Parties refer
this
issue to the Comuission on the Truth for
All of this shall be without prejudice to the
consideration and resolution.
principle,
which the Parties also recoguiae, that act8 of this nature,
regardless of the eector to which their perpetrators belong, must be the
object of euemplary action by the law courts
so that the punishment prescribed
by law is meted out
to these found responsible.
6.

PUBLIC
A.

Under the constitutional
reform resultiug from the
Agreements,
the safeguarding of peace, trauquillity,
public security in both urban sud rural areas shall
responsibility
of the Dational Civil Police, which
ths control of civilian authorities.
The Dational
the armed forces
shall be independent and shall be
authority of different ministries.

Mexico
order and
be the
shall be under
Civil Police and
placed under the

8.

According
to the terms of chapter II of this Ag ement, the Uational
Civil Police shall be a new force, with a new,,.'rgauisation,
J"
new
officer8,
new education and training mechanfibmsand a new doctrine.

c.

The pational Guard and the Treasury Poldci shall be abolished as
publia security forces and their numbers shall be incorporated into
the army.

A.

The Datioual Intelligence Department shall be abolished and State
intelligence
services shall be entrusted to a new entity to be
called the State Intelligence Agency, which shall be subordinated to
civiliau
authority
and come under the direct authority of the
period, the
President of the Republic. During the transitional
/ .. .
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Director
of the State Intelligence
Agency shalP be a civilian
appointed by the President of the Bepublic on the basis of his
ability
to attract
broad acceptance.
He may be dismissed by
resolution
of the Legislative
Assembly on grounds of serious human
rights violations.

6.

B.

The legal regime, staff
traiuing,
organisational
lines, operational
guitlelines
an& in general, the doctrine of the State Intelligence
Agency
shall accord with democratic principlest
the concept of State
intelligence as a State function for the cofmwn good,
free
from
all
conai&erations of politics.
ideology or social positictti or any other
discrimination;
and strict respect for humanrights.

C.

The activities
of the State Intelligence Agency
shall be restricted
to those required for compiling and analysing information iu the
general interest, by the meansand within the limits authorised by
the legal order and, in particular , on the basis of strict respect
for humanrights.

D.

The activities
of the State Intelligence
Agency shall be supervised
by the Legislative Assembly, using the oversight mechanisms
established by the ConstJtution.

E.

Alternative
employment
and compensation shall be offered to staff
currently attached to the pational Intelligence Department who are
not incorporated into the new State Xntelligence Agency.
International
support shall be sought for that purpose.

F.

The incorporation into the State Intelligence Agency of staff of the
Uationul Intelligence Department who 80 request ahall be permitted
only
after
rigorous
evaluation of their past performance,
abilities
and capacity to a&apt to the nev doctrine.
Such evaluation shall be
madeby the Director of the Agency, under the authority of the
President
of the Bepublic, with the support of international
advfsory
services
an& United Nations verification.

G.

The State Intellfgence
Agency shall be orgaaioed by its Director,
under the authority of the President of the Bepublio.

&%PID-

The Parties recognise that the rapid deployment infantry
battalions were
created at a specific momentin the conflict end that their existence muet
therefore
be reviewed as circumstsmes
dictate.
Consequently,
they aleo
recognise
that the rapid deployment infantry battalions will not be needsd in
the new situation of peace, with the result that in these circumstances it
will be possiblr to disband them and i-o redeploy or discharge personnel
currently
assi,neB to them.

/ .. .
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9.

-TO-

The President of the Republic, in exercise of the power of discretion
conferred on him by the Constitution, may appoint civilians
to head the
Ministry of Defence. In any case, appointeea must be persona fully conrmitted
to observing the peace agreements.

A.

The Parties recognise the principle that eny paramilitary
force or
group muat be proscribe&
in a State governed by the rule of law.

B.

avil
defence. Civil defence unita shall be diabanded. This
process sball be gradual and shall be subject to the implement:ation
timetable for the peace agreements.

C.

. A new system of armed forces
reaerves shall replace the present system of territorial
service,
according to the following terms:
a.

The aystem shall be responsible for the organisation and
functioning of the following aspects: (1) up-to-date
registration
of citisens in reserve status and citiaens fit
for
military service; (2) updating of the military skills of
reserves; (3) when necessary, calling reserves
up for active
duty to perform the mission entrusted to the armed forces
by
the Conatitution.

b.

The new system shall be under
Defence.

C.

Armed

6.

The laws, regulations and orders
in
be made compatible with the terms of

the authority

of the tinistry

of

forces
reserves
may undertake missions
only if assigned
to active duty in the armed forces and in conformity with the
Constitution,
and shall not perform
any function rel >ed to
public security or monitoring of the population or the
territory.

on this eubject
this Agreement.

shall

force

Parties reoognise the
se entities,
group8 or
persons who provide security
or protection to private individuals,
corporations or State institutions,
in order to guarantee
the
transparency of their aativities
and also their strict subordination
to the law and to respect for humanrights.
To that end:
a.

special law shall regulate the activities
or persons who provide security
or protection
A

individuals,

of

entitifm

groups

to private
corporations or State institutions.
That law
I...
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shall establish the requirements which must be met in order to
offer and provide such rservices;
a eyetem for the public
registration
of the staff. weaponsand offices. if any, of such
groups, entities or pereonst appropriate oversight mechauisms,
including their supervision
by the Dational Civil Police; and,
in general, the necessary limitations aud prohibitions to
ensure that such security services operate exclusively within
the
framework of the law.

11.

b.

The law shall also establish peremptory deadlines for
fulfilling
the above requirements, where relevant.
Once those
deadlines have expired, entities which have not fulfilled
the
above requirements shall be considered illegal and their
members and organisers
shall be subject to application of the
corresponding legal penalties.

C.

To thnt end, the Parties express their agreement with the
outline of the preliminary legislative
draft included as au
annex to this Agreement, which they refer to COPAD.together
with the above considerations, for it to prepare the
corresponding preliminary draft.

*
A.

Any form of forcible recruitment shall be suspendedwhen the
cessation of the armed conflict
comea
into effect,
pending the entry
into
force of the law referred ta in the next paragraph.

8.

A new law governing
military service and reserve service shall be
of
promulgated. That law shall establish as fundamental principle8
military rervice that it shall be universal and compulsory and shall
be imposed fairly aud without discrimination.

C.

Pursuant

D.

The above law shall envisage administrative penalties for failure to
fulfil
the obligations provided for therein and shall detenniae
the
grouuda
for temporary
or permsnent exemption from military
service,
equivalences between type8 of military
rervice
and other general
provisions.

Is;

a= law &&I ml-a
re- &Ls--v u-.1
-"="-a."lyol armed fotte1 ..a---.~O"L"~P it a~otrdanea
with paragraph (C) of section
10 of this chapter.

to the above, the law shall establish that all Salvadorian6
must present themselves at the proper time at the corresponding
registration
centrea. Recruitment shall be effeated exclusively by
oalling up individuals through the drawing ot lots, an& by
regirteriug
volunteers.
Wlitary
iservice may be performed
over one
continuous period
or over several periods of time.

I...
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12.

m

ADD PKlOMOTIONAL

Witbin
the context
of the objectivea
of this Agreement, the Parties
reoognioe the need to adopt a number of measures designed
to promote enhanced
respect
for
the rules which must govern the armed forces and to prevent
infringements of those rules. These measures include the following:
A.

Supervision of armed forces

operations by the Legislative

8.

Effective functioning of the Armed Forces General Inspectorate.
The
Inspector General shall be a memberof the armed forces with an
impeccable professional record, appointed by the President of the
Republic.

C.

Creation of an armed forces court
of honour to try acts which,
although not necessarily Punishable, are contrary to military
honour. This shall be without prejudice to the requirement that
soldiers who have broken the law must be brought before the COUrtS.

D.

Amendmentof the law penalising unlawful enrichment to eupressly
include within its jurisdiction
senior conmaaders of military uuits
and those performing administrative functions at ths samelevels.

B.

Cancellation of licences for private individuals to bear weapons
that are for the exclusive use of the armed forces,
and immediate
recall of such weapons.

0.

Dissemination of the doctrine of
of society is familiar with it.

a.

Adaptation of the legislation on the armed forces
constitutional
reform approved in April 1991, to
Agreement
and to this Agreement.

the

armed forces

Assc~ubly.

so that the whole

to the
the

l?sw York

ABDDISB

13.

belonging to units that are to be abolished or disbanded
shall be redeployed within the armed forces
where such redeployment
is compatible with the armed forces
troop strength required by the
objectives of this Agreement, and with the conclusions and
recommendations of the ad hoc Commissionprovided for in section
3
of this chapter.

A.

Troops

B.

All troops discharged as a result of these sgroements shall be given
compensation equivalent to one year's pay at their wage level and
the Government sball promote projects permitting the integration Of
such individtiais
ilit0 &viii&i
iife.

/ ...
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CNAPTBR II

1.

~B5T

OP TN5 NATIoNAt CIWLEQU!z

The National Civil Police shall be established
in accordance with the
constitutional
reform resulting
from the Mexico Agreements.
The National
Civil Police shall be a new force with a new organisation,
new officers,
new
education and training
mechanisms and a new doctrine.
A.

The National Civil Police shall be the only arltiad police body with
national jurisdiction.
Its mission shall be to protect and
.safeguard
the free exercise
of the rights and freedoms of
inlividuals,
to prevent an& combat all types of crimes, and to
maintain internal peace, tranquillity,
order and public security in
both
urban and rural areaa.

B.

In adcordance
with the provisions of the NewYork Agreement, the
organisation of the National
Civil Police and the general
outlines
in
of its staff
profile
shall be determined , on the terms set forth
this Agreement, under
close international
cooperation and
supervision, coordinated by the Unite8 Nations. 21

A.

The legal regime, staff
training,
organisational
lines,
operational
guidelines and, in general,
the institutional
definition
end
operation of tbs National
Civil
Police shall accord
with democratic
principles;
the concept of public security as a service provided
by
the State to its citisens, free from all considerations of politics,
ideology or social poeition or any other discrimination,
tospect
for
humanrights8 the effort
to prevent
crhr
and the uubotdination of
the force to the constitutional
authotities.
Citisens' exercise of
their political
tights may not be impaired by police activities.

8.

The National Civil Police shall be a professional body, independent
of the armed forces
and ftee from all partisan activity.
Without
prejudice to the tight of its membersto make, as citiaens, their
own politiaal
choicest they shall not be able to use their
status
for
pattfsan
putposes.

.-M- -._-mtG la GiePe +ZeGiSiitB Pii&1
Tme international
oooperatiofi rerer~eo
be coordinated by the United Nations and shall be subject to a formal request
by the Govsrnment, compliance with the official
procedures and the
aotresponding consultations.
gi

/ .. .
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C.

Members of the National Civil Police shall at all times observe the
duties imposed on them by law , serving the community ima protecting
all persons from illegal
acts, in keeping with the high degree of
responsibility
required by their profession.

D.

In the performance of their tasks , members of the National Civil
Police shall respect an8 protect humandignity and shall preserve
and defend tbe humanrights of all persous.

E.

Uembersof the National Civil Police may use force only when
strictly
necessary and to the extent required for the fulfilment
their tasks.

F.

Queetions
of a confidential
nature
of which members of the National
Civil Police have knowledge
shall be kept secret, unless compliance
with duty or the needs of justice strictly
demandotherwise.

0.

No memberof the National Civil Police may inflict,
instigate or
tolerate any act of torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment, nor invoke the orders of a superior or
special circumstanceu, such as a state of war or threat of war,
threats
to national security, internal political
instability
or any
other public emergency to justify
torture or other cruel, inhuman or
aegrading treatment or punishuent.

8.

All orders
from above shall be in keeping with the laws of the
Republic. Obeying the orders of a superior is no justification
committing acts which are clearly punishable.

of

for

I.

Membersof the National Civil Police shall ensure full protection
the healtb of persons in their custody and, in particular,
shall
take inanediate steps to provide medical care when necessary.

of

J.

Members of the National Civil Poliae shall not commit any act of
obey shall also strongly oppose such acts and shall
corruption.
combat them.

IL

Membersof the National Civil Police who have reason to believe that
a breach of these rules of conduct has occurred or is about to occur
shall so inform their superior6 au& if necessary, any authority or
appropriate agency having powers of control or correction.

L.

In the performance of their functions , members of the National Civil
Police shall, as far as possible, utilise non-violent meansbefore
They may use force an8
resorting to the use of force an8 firearms.
firearms only when other means prove ineffective
or do not in any
--- ~ULI‘LLYCLlO
------Lea AL--L1-..-"*
AC the loni*lma*.e
anticiPatea
result.
way
u1w raa....FI.Y.I.Y..I
I--i) ----.. -__
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3.

M.

Members of the National Civil Police shall not use firearms
against
people except in self-defence
or in defence of other people, or in
case of imminent danger of death or serious injury. or with the
intention of preventing the commission of a particularly
serious
crime involving a serious threat to life, or for the purpose of
arresting a person who represents such a threat and resists their
authority,
and only where less extreme
meansprove insufficient
to
achieve such objectives.
In any case, lethal weapons may be used
intentionally
only when strictly
unavoidable for the protection of a
life.

13.

As
of

part of the performance
of their duty to safeguard the exercise
members
of the National Civil Police
the rights of individuals,
shall protect the exercise of the right of assembly and
demonstration. When, for legal reasons, they are compelled to break
up a demonstration or a meeting, they shall use the least dangerous
means
and only to the minimumextent necessary. Membersof the
National Civil Police shall refrain from using firearms in such
cases, save uhere the meetings are violent and other meanshave been
exhausted, and only under
the circumstances provided for in the
prece8ing paragraph.

WAND

TE-ORIAL

SmCTURR

The functional an6 territorial
structure to be adopted by the National
Civil Police is defined in the following general framework. This structure
shall be reflected in the organisational chart and in the law on the
organisation of the National Civil Police.
A.

((enexal
a.
The National Civil Police shall be under the control
of
civilian
authorities
(art. 108, para. 17, of the
These shall bet the President of the
Constitution).
Republic, the Minister, the Vice-Minister,
the
Director-General of Police, the Deputy Directors-General,
the Inspector Geaeral, the division chiefs of each service
and the chiefs of departmental delegations.
The Director-General of the National Civil Police shall be
appointed by the President of the Republio. Ho may be
dismissed by resolution of the Legislative Assembly for
serious violations of humanrights.
The leadership of the
Wational Civil Police shall be civilian.
Without prejudice to the provisions of this chapter
concerning the transitional
regime, the National Civil
Police shall be Placed under the authority of a new
/ ...
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Ministry
of the Interior
and Public Security.
To that
end. the existing
Ministry
of the Interior
shall be
restructured.
A Vice-Ministry
of Public Security shall be
eetablished
end shall be reeponeible
for relations
with
the National Civil Police.
The public security
structure
shall be entirely
new.
b.

Natute
The National
Civil Police shall have a centralised
organioation.
in
that it will be structured
at the national
level in such a way as to cover all tasks assigned to the
police.
Its operation,
on the other band, shall be
decentralized,
because there shall be departmental
police
delegations
in accordance with the administrative
divisions
the country.
Gwing to the
which belong
these unite
authoritiee,

B.

Orrcrane

of

nature of the functions
assigned to certain units
organisationally
to the National Civil Police,
may remain under
the functional
control
of other
un&er the terms set forth
in
this chapter.
to the Dire

a.
b.

zxlluawral
Under the authority
of the Director-General,
the General
Inspectorate
of Police shall be responsible
for monitoring and
eupervising
the activities
of the operational services
of the
force.

The Inspector General
shall be appointed by the
Director-General,
in consultation with the Attorney-General of
the Republic an& the National COSBSel
for
the
Defence
of &SnSn
Rights.
The General
Inspectorate shall comprise a Monitoring Division,
which shall have the function of monitoring all police
services,
and a Disciplinary
Investigation Division, which
shell have the function of investigating breaches of diecipline
by police
officers.

These services shall be staffed by legal experts specialised in
police matters. They shall be orgeniaed in accordance with. the
neetla
of the various functional and territorial
police
structures.
/ ...
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d.

atioael

leaal

adviaorv

serv&G6

International
legal advisory services
shall he staffed
by
They shall
suitable personnel and high-level
specialists.
coordinated
by the United Nations and are envisaged as a
transitional
arrangement.
C.

Office
a.

of the &&p&y Director-G-

for

be

ODerations

ivisiyga
(1)

Publicl
The Public Security Division shall be responsible for the
maintenance of tranquillity,
order and public security.
It
shall have the following departmentcr: prevention,
traffic.
public order, control of private security,
juveniles 21 and general coordination with departmental
delegations.

Under the functional control of the Attorney-General of
the Republic, the Criminal Investigation
Division shall be
responsible for investigating criminal acta and gathering
evidence to identify the perpetrators of such acts. It
shall also carry out investigations
and other activities
within it8 field of competence as required by the
Attorney-General of the Republic, judges and courts.
The Chief of the Division shall be appointed by the
Director-General
of the National Police, in consultation
with the Attorney-General and the President of the Supreme
Court of Justice.
The spheres of operation of this Division shall be
organised on the basis of punishable offences
having the
greatest
sooial impact. It shall also have technical
support departments.
The legal regime applicable to this Division shall be
harmonised with the provisions of the Constitution
concerning auxiliary organs of the system
of justice.

31 This department shall provide support for
Ministry of Justice.

the Juvenile Office

of the
/ ...
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(3)

Prontiere
This Division
shall be responsible
for monitoring
snd
supervising
the admission, departure,
activities
and
erQulsion of aliens and the migration of nationals
and for
the monitoring
and supervision
of public and private
civilian
airports,
without prejudice
to the constitutional
duty of tbo armed forces to defend the integrity
of the
territory
of tbe State.

(4)

Pinanee?

tbe functional control of the.blinistry
of Finance
and without prejudice to the fiscal oversight or other
: functions performed by it, this Division shall be
responsible for preventing and combating infringements of
tax law. It shall be the police support organ of the
Ministry of Finance. It shall have tvo departments:
customs and taxes.
Under

The Finance Division shall be the only police organ with
competence in the areas of customs and taues.
Consequently, following its entry into operation, all
provisions and structures incompatible with this principle
shall cease to exist.
The Chief of the Finance Division shall be appointed by
the Director-General of the National Police with the prior
aQQrova1of the Minister of Finance.
(5)

Bnnsves

Divisi~g

This Division shall be responsible for Qreventing and
combating infringements of the constitutional
and legal
regime on the manufacture, import, enQort, trading,
possession and bearing of veaQons, smuunition, explosives
and similar articles.
(6)

bivieian

for

fh

Prm

of

V

This Division shall be responsible for Qrotecting and
escorting senior State officials;
foreign
dignitaries
visiting the countryt
and other persons on the basis of
decisions of the Governmenrt
or of the courtst and for
guarding public buildings and the offices of diplomatic
mierions or international
organisations.

I...
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(7)

EnviroMIent
Under the functional
central of the Ministry
of
Agriculture
and Livestook,
this Division
shall he
responsible
for
preventing
and,eombating crimes and
misdemeanours against the environment.
The Chief of the ,Bnvironment Division
shall be appointed
by the Director-General.of
the.National
Civil Police with
the prior approval of the Minister
of Agriculture
aa
Livestock.

b.

T r
er
One police delegation per department and one metropolitan
delegation for San Salvador shall be established.
The
headquarters of delegations shall be located in departmental
Within each delegation, there-may also be
capitals.
sub-delegations located in the main urban centres
and also
police posts in rural areas.
(1)

Veoartmmil

a~bws.ka6

The chiefs of departmental delegations shall have
authosity over all the units in their departmeut. They
shall be appointed by the Director-General of the National
Police on the proposal of the Deputy Director-General for
Operations , who shall be their direct supervisor.
The
organizational structure of delegations shall be adapted
to the needs of each department.
(2)

Sub-deleoetions and GG?&e oosta
Sub-delegations shall be established in urban centres and
shall be organized on the basis of local needs. Police
posts shall operate in rural areas.

0.
The Office of the Deputy Director-General for Managementshall be
responsible for implementing and coordinating the adminiatrative and
logistical
support activities
of the police.
Its initial
etructure
shall consist of the following divisions:
-

Infrastructure

Division

-

Data-Processing Division

-

Administration

Division
/...
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4.

-

Logistics

-

Planning

-L

Division
and Budget Division

OF -NAL

CIVIL POLICB

The personnel of the National Civil Police shall be organised on the
basis of a hierarchiaed
manning table with three levels:
basic, executive and
senior.
Each level shall consist
of the ranks determined by law. The staff
profile
and general regime shall be in keeping with the terms of thf?
Agreement.

a.

Porsonnei of the National Civil Police must have a vocation of
service to the community, a capacity for human relations
and
emotional maturity,
and the conduct and physical
condition
required to serve as a police officer.
They must also be
suited to serving in a police force which is designed,
structured
and operated as a civilian
institution
with the
purpose of protecting
and guaranteeing
the free exercise
of the
rights and freedoms of individuals;
preventing
and combating
all types of crimes; and maintaining
internal
peace,
tranquillity,
order and public security.
They must also be
able to adjust their conduct satisfactorily
to the doctrine and
legal regime of the National Civil Police.
Both admission to the National Public Security Academy
and
final admission to the police force shall require checking the
profile of candidates. Specific evaluation criteria
shall be
established for &&is purpose, with rigorous standards set for
each level of responsibility.

b.

Educational
(1)

Basic level.
(a)

Police officers
of education.

(b)

Police

sergeants

must have completed the ninth grade
must

hold a high school diploma.

(2)

Executive level.
The successful completion of three years
of university studies or their equivalent is required.

(3)

Senior

level.
required.

A

university

degree or its

equivalent

is

I...
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C.

.
General reaurtementsforsion

to the Acaaemv

In order to enter the National Public Security
applicants are required to:

Academy,

(1)

Be Salvadorian by birth.

(2)

Have reacheJ the age of 16 before submitting the
application.

(3)

Have completed the level
category concerned.

(4)

Be physically

(5)

Have full

(6)

Have no criminal
final verdict.

(7)

Pass
the entrance exeminations, which shall be designed to
ensure that candidates fit the profile required to belong
to the National Civil Police, according to each of the
levels of responsibility
defined in this chapter. The
entrance examinations shall consist of a test of general
knowledge, a physical examination, a medical examination
and a psychological examination. These examinations shall
be supplemented by personal interviews with the candidates.

of

studies required for the

fit.

exercise of their
recctd,

i.e.

civic

rights.

convictions

resulting

from a

a.

The preparation of the examinations referred to in the
preceding paragraph and the formation of the boards of
examiners responsible for administering them shall be carried
out
on the basis of exclusively technical criteria.

8.

Special emphasis shall be placed on the training of police
personnel, so that they are given the best possible preparation
and are trained to perform their duties in strict conformity
with the doctrine of the police force,
with special emphasis on
unrestricted respect for humanrights.

a.

Membersof the National Civil Police shall be career
professionals and agent8 of authority.

b.

The duties, tights, reeponsibilities
and disciplinary
regime of
the membersof the National Civil Police shall be determined by
law.

/ . ..
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C.

Members of the National
Civil
Police
in any part of the national
territory.

shall

be require&

u.

Members of the National
Civil
Police
shall wear the regulation
uniform whenever they are on active
duty.
In exceptional
cases, the Miu ster, or in his absence,
the Vice-Minister
or
the Director-General
may give authorisation
for
not wearing
uniforms
for certain
tasks.

8.

Members of the National
Civil
Police
shall
bear firearm8
when
They shall
u8e only
warranted
by the needs of the service.
small arms,
which are appropriate
to police
duties
ad cannot
be consiUerec4
war u&&i~&
Special
weapons shall
be stored in
the arsenal
of the Nationa;
Civil
Police,
to be used by
personnel
trained
for this purpose when, in the opinion
of the
Minister
concerned
or, in his absence,
of the Vice-Minister
or
the Director-General,
special
circumstances
exist which require
their
use.

f.

Members
of the National
Civil
Police
shall
respect
the
Constitution
and the law and shall
at all times adjust
their
conduct to the doctrine
of the force.
as defined
in th?.s
Agreement.

9*

Members of the National
Civil
Police
shall
not I.ormally
be
Such a regime shall
be applied
required
to live in barracks.
only in exceptional
circumstances
and for the time strictly
necessary.

h.

The law shall
define the regime of labour
rights
of members of
the National
Civil
Police,
bearing
in minU the nature of the
function
they are require&
to perform.

i.

Members
of the National
Civil
Police
They may not be dismissed
except for

j*

Members of the National
Civil
Police
ehall
be entitled
to a
level
of remuneration
that ensure8 a deaent standard
of living
for
themselvee
end their
families
an8 also accord8 with their
rank and length
of service.

k.

Vehicles,

shall
enjoy job security.
specific
legal
reaROnso

communications
systems, uniforms,
facilities
any equipment
used by member8 of the URtional
Police
shall be euited
to the requirements:
of a police
the type &fine6
in this Agreement.
general,

to serve

and, in
Civil
force of
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a.

Basic training,
training
and specialised training

b.

Selecting personnel

C.

Investigating,
National Civil

d.

Making an annual evaluation of all National Civil
personnel.

for

of middle-ranking

ancl senior officers

of the National Civil
the

National Civil

Police.

PoLice.

stu&ying and publicising matters relating
Police and public security.

td the

Police

B.

The National Public Security Academy shall be an autonomousbody
placed directly under the authority of the Minister concerned.

C.

The National Public Security Academy shall be run by a
Director-General and an Academic Council. The Academic Council
shall perform standard-setting aad comptrolling functions in its
The Director-General shall be President Of
sphere of competence.
the Academic Council and shall exercise the executive and
administrative powers of the Academy.

D.

The Director-General
Republic.

E.

The Academic Council shall consist of civilians prominent
in
civilian,
cultural,
legal, technical,
police or academic life,
appointed by the President of the Republic on the proposal of the
Uinister concerned
and on the basis of criteria
of political
pluralism.

F.

The admissions

0.

The teaching staff of tbe Academyshall be appoint& by tbe Academic
Council. No political
teadency shall predominate among that
staff.
The law shall establish suitable mechanisms for eneuring this last
goal.

shall be appointed by the President of the

system sball be determine&
by tbe Academic Council,
which shall ensure that it is not discriminatory.

Tbe National Civil Police anB the National Public Security Aeademy shall
each be regulated by special laws. To that en& the Parties express their
gensral agreement with the proposed preliminary legislative
arafts included as
annexes to tbla Agreement
(ammxes II and III),
pr0viaea that the proposed
drafts
do not depart from the Agreement. Consequently, in implemelrtatfon of
the l?ewYork Agreement,
they hereby refer those proposals to COPAS,along with
tbie Agreement,
for it to prepare the corresponding preliminary arafts.

I...
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7.

TRANBTTIONAL

a.

During the transition,
the National Civil Police shall not be
attache& to 8ny Ministry.
l'he Director-General
shall be under
the direct authority
of the President of the Republic.

b.

The National Civil Police shall be run by the Director-General,
under the terms laid down in this Agreement and in the New York
Agreement.
Until the establishment
of the National
Civil
Police has been legally formalised,
the organisational
work
shall be done by a Coordinator
chosen for his ability
to
receive
wide acceptance.

C.

During the transition,
the Director-General
of the National
Civil Police
shall be appointed by the President of the
Republic from a list of three candidates proposed by the
'National CO~isSiOn for the Consolidation
of Peace (COPAS).

Q.

The Coordinator
an& subsequently,
the Director-General,
shall
establish
appropriate
machinery for information
and
communication with COPA or, before
the latter's
final
formalisation,
with its transitional
body, so that the
Cormnission can perform its function of supervising
the
organisation
of the National
Civil Police.
As part of the
normal exercise
of its functions, COPASshall designate a
subcommission
to carry out this task,
which shall serve as an
advisory commissionto the Coordinator or to the
Director-General for the adoption of relevant decisions or
meaaurea concerning the OrgadsatiOB
of the National Civil
Police, the assumption of its functions an&, in general,
matters relating to the transitional
regime which have not been
enpressly resolve8 in this chapter.

8.

In accordance
with the provisions of the NewYork Agreement,
the organiaation of the National Civil Police shell be
determined, on the terms set forth
in this'Agreement, un6er
close internation
cooperation and supervision, coordinated by
the United
Nations.

a.

The National Civil Police shall take up its functions
gradually, as contingents graduating from the Nation81 Public
Security Academy
make it possible to staf, fully each 02 the
functional and territorial
etructures provided for in this
chapter. The Director-General shall determine the priorities
and order
according to which this assumption of functions shall
take place.
/ ...
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b.

The process of replacing the former security
forces shall be
carried out hy geographical
department. making sure that there
are no gaps in authority.
Within 21 months of the launching of
this process,
all departments must be covered by contingents
of
the National Civil Police.

c.

During the first
two years of the formation of the new force,
the goal of 5,700 officers
at the basic level and 240 at the
Over the
executive and senior levels must be achieved.
following
five years, the final figures
for the National Civil
Police, estimated tentatively
at some 10,000 officers
at the
basic level and about 500 at the executive and senior levels,
shall be attained.

d.

While the first
senior and executive officers
of the National
Police Force are being trained, the Director-General may order
the creation of provisional commands,exclusively for the
National Civil Police, which shall act during a predetermined
period and shall be supported by experts aud advisers, under a
programme of close international
cooperation and supervision,
coordinated by the United Nations , on the terms laid down in
this Agreement.

8.

While the progressive deployment of the new force is taking
place under the terms laid down in this Agreement, the existing
National Police shall continue to perform its current public
security functions
, with the exception laid down in the next
paragraph. The National Police shall be the only one of the
current public security forces to retain functions of this
nature during the transitional
period. The international
verification
of agreements to be undertaken
by ths united
Nations through ONUSALshall include the activities
of a group
of specialists from countries with experienc6 in the
orgsnixation and operation of civilian
police forcer.
The
task8 of those specialists shall include, in addition to
cooperating in ensuring a smooth transition and aseisting
police authorities,
that of accompanying officers
and metnber6
of the National Poliae in the performance of their duties.

f.

During the progressive deployment of the new force to aones
whiah were traditionally
conflict
son68 during the armed
conflict,
publio security in those mone8shs21 be subject to a
special regime to bs determined by the Director-General of the
National Civil Police. Thst regime shall, in any Case,
enviesge activities
by the group of specialists referred to in
the preceding paragraph.

90

Personnel of the National Civil Police grsduatfng from the
National Public
Security Academy shall be subject to ths
general rule laid down in this chapter that police shall-not

be
/ .. .
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reguired

to live in barracks.
During the initial
period,
exceptions may be made where this is justified
by lack
of personnel in the early phases of the deployment of the new
This exceptional
regime may not be extended under any
force.
circumstances
beyond 31 December 1993.

however,

h.

C.

In any case, during the
during the trausitional
completely replaced by
international
advisory
strengthened.

v

lecurity

preparatory
period until
the National
services
and

phase aud. in
the National
Civil Police,
verification

general,
Police is
the role of
shall be

Acadmy

a.

During the transition,
the National Public Security Academy
shall not be attached to any Ministry.
Its Director
shall be
under the direct
authority
of the President of the Republic.

b.

During the transition,
the Director-General
of the Dational
Public Security Academy shall be appointed hy the President crf
the Republic from a list of three
candidates proposed by COPAZ.

C.

COPA shall determine how many members
the Academic Council of
the pational Public Security Academy should have during the
transition.
In this same period, those members
shall be
appointed by the President
of the Republic
from
lists
of three
candidates proposed by COPAZ In auy case, the Council shall
consiat
of civilians
prominent in civilian,
cultural,
legal,
police or academic life,
in accordance with this chapter.
The
fists
proposed by COPA and the final appointments made by the
president
of ths Republic must ensure pluralism
of the Academic
council

l

6.

The admisaiono
Council, which

system shall
shall ensure

be determined by the Academic
that it is not diecrimiaatory.

8.

Admission shall be contingent
on passing the entrance
ersminations
provided for in section 4 of this chapter, adapted
to the criteria
and procedures referred
to in the Uew York
Agreement.
The examinationa shall be prepared on the basis
of
exclusively
technical
criteria
and the formation of the boards
of examiners responsible
for
administering
them must be such as
to ensure the juries'
absolute impartiality.
To that end,
where
it is necessary to obtain additional
technical
resources
beaause there
are not enough suiteble
reaoutcea
in the country,
the support of experts shall be sought through the United
pations under the terms laid down in this Agreement,
as
indicated
in the next paragraph of this section.
COBAZ shall
pay special attention
to monitoring the fulfilment
of this
provision.
/ .. .
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f.

In selecting
the initial
academic personnel,
every effort
shall
he made to find the best humanresources available in
Salvadorian society so ae to provide a group of teachers whiah
is sufficiently
broad and pluralistic
and of sufficiently
high
quality to give the new police force a cultural identity in
keeping with its nature and doctrine.
To that end, assistance
shall be sought from university
lecturers, expert jurists,
doctors and other professionals involved in police matters.
COPASshall establish appropriate mechanismsto ensure that no
political
tendency predominates in that academic body. Such
mechanismsmust be included in the preliminary bill on the
National Public Security Academy.

g*

In those areas of study where there are not sufficient
teachers
in the country to meet the initial
needs of the Academy, the
support of experts shall be sought through the United Nations
under the terms laid down in this Agreement, as indicated in
the following paragraph.

h.

For the purposes of the recruitment , selection, preparation aud
training of new personnel, the support of experts from
countries which are able to provide the assistance required for
the needs of this process shall be sought through the United
Nations, under the terms laid down in this Agreemer-c.

a.

The criteria
and mechanisms
for
the selection and training of
personnel shall accord with the concept of the National Civil
Police a8 a new force, with a new organisation, new officers,
new education-and training mechanismsand a new doctrine.
In
this context, personnel who d&d not participate
directly
in the
armed conflict shall be encouraged to join the forae, without
prejudice to the right of former members of the National Police
and former PI&N combatants not to be discriminated against in
the eelection of such personnel and their right to join the
National Civil Police under the terms of the New York Agreement
and of this Agreement.

b.

A publicity
campaign to promote the recruitment of new
personnel for the National Civil Poliae shall be designed and
implemented as soon as possible.
Special consideration shall
be given to the recruitment of women.

C.

members of the National
Police may join the National
Civil Police under the term of this Agreement, aftetr an
evaluation of their conduct, provided that they meet the
admission requirements and go through the new National Public
Security Academy. This evaluation shall be made by the
Former

/ . ..
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Director-General
of the National Civil Police, under the
supervision
of COPAS, sn6 shall be subject to verification
the Unite6 Nations.

by

6.

Former

PMLN combatants may join the National Civil police
provide6 that they fulfil
the admission criteria
and procedures
established
for them by COPA an6 go through the new National
Public Security Academy.
As part of the verification
of the
cessation
of the armed conflict,
ONUSAL shall check that
applicants
who identify
themselves in this category have
actually an6 irrevocably abaxdoned the armed struggle.
All
this shall be supervise6 and guarantee6 by COPAZ.

8.

For the recruitment of personnel referred to in the prece6ing
paragraphs, in the case of the basic level of the National
Civil Police, the level of geueral knowledge ad/or the cones
in which personnel are to be recruited and serve
shall be taken
into account. Those who do not have the level of formal
education require6 for a6mission must pass an aptitude aa
skills test to evaluate their
ability
to follow the study
programmes of the National Public Security Academy
satisfactorily.
Special courses shall be organised to prepare
for
this test, under the auspices of the National Public
Security Academy
an6 with support from the Ministry of
Eaucation and tbe country'8 universities.

f.

For courses at the basic level, 330 recruits shall be selected
per month,
for
a S-month training course, auring the first
24 months
of the mass training programme. Candidates
shall be
selected in such a wey as to ensure that most recruits did not
participate
directly
in the armed conflict
and that the
proportion of former
PMLNcombatants is no greater than that of
former members
of the National Police, end vice-versa.
COPAS
shsll take special care to ensure that these requirements are
met.

90

The recruitment

of officers
for the executive and senior levels
of ths Mational Civil Police shall begcarried out by meansof
rigorous selection, in accorbnce
with the criteria
and
procedures laid down in this Agreement, and shall
fully
respect
the principles of equality of opportunity among applicants and
non-discrimination.
Courses shall
last a year,
according to
the level and manning
table concerned. A total of 120 officers
shall

h.

be trained

each year.

at the executive an8 senior levels shall be allocated to
graduates of the Rational Public Security Aca6emy
by the
na
a.PrnCA..g.=w--nl
c_otb *e&g of m eerviee.
--m--w""e-I-- nrmri44nn
-"------x
However, the top five
students each year shall be entitled to
Posts
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choose from the various vacant posts
of responsibility
of their studies.

E.

corresponding

to the level

i.

Without prejudice to the provisions of the preceding paragraph,
zones that were traditionally
conflict
sones during the armed
conflict shall be the object of special treatment designed to
promote national reconciliation
and stability
during the
transition.
Such treatment shall involve the formation of
police units comprising personnel of different
origins who have
graduated from the National Public Security Academy. The
chiefs of the corresponding delegations shall be appointed
following consultations with the advisory commission of COPAil.

.
3.

All personnel joining the National Civil Police in accordance
with this Agreement shall be considered to be civilians,
regardless of their origin.

Any other matter relating to the transitional
regime which has not
been resolved by this Agreement or by other agreements already
adopted by the Parties shall be decided by COPAZ,under the terms
laid down in the NewYork Agreement.
CXAPTERIII
JUDICIAL SYSTEM

1.

WATIONALCOUNCILOF THS JIJDICIAR~
A.

B.

The Parties reaffirm that, as already agreed in the Mexico
Agreements, the composition of the National Council of the Judiciary
shall be such as to guarantee its independence from the organs
of
the State and from political
parties and its membershipshall, as
far as possible, include not only judges but also sectors of society
not directly
connected with the administration of justice.
Tn
accordance with the New York Agreement, they refer the matter to
COPASto prepare the corresponding preliminary legislative
draft.
udicial
a.

Trainina Scho.&

Pursuant to the Mea&o Agreements, tbe preliminary draft
referred to in the preceding paragraph shall include provisions
regulating the Judicial Training School, which shall function
under the responsibility
of the National Council of the
Judiciary and whosepurpose shall be to en81re a steady
improvement in the professional training of judges and other
judicial officials
ana af membersof tb@ Offka
af t&a
Attorney-General of the Republic; to investigate the country's
judicial problems and promote solutions thereto; and to foster
/ .. .
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greater
bond8 of Polidarity
a coherent
Ov8rall
vision
democratic
State.
b.

B.

c.

th8
th8

judiciary
judiciary
of

and
in a

th8

its
schools

gRIGDFg.

QPFICEOFi
A.

of
of

for the administration
and organisation
Training
School shall
b8 Such as t0 8nsur8
independence
and its
openn8ss to the various
thought.

358
rUl88
&diCial

academic
of legal
2.

among members
of the funcition

The National
appointed
constitutional

Within

Counsel for
the Defence
of Human Bights shall
be
90 days fOllOWing
the entry ink0 fOrC8
Of the
reform resulting
from the M8xico Agreements.

COPAR shall
be entrusted
with preparing
orqan%2ing
the GffiC8 Of th8 National
Human Rights.
Th8 preliminary

the preliminary
bill
COuOS81 for the p8f8nC8

Of

shall
8StabliSh
appropriate
m8anS for putting
COlmllitol8nt assumed
by th8 part&86
in th8 COUrS8
of the negotiations
to identify
and eradicate
any groups which
8nqag8 in a systematic
practice
of
human rights
violations,
in
particular,
arbitrary
arrests,
abductions
and suonoary 8x8CUtionsr
as
W811
8s Other attempts
On th8 liberty,
integrity
and S8CUrity
Of
p8rsons.
This includes
the commitment to identify
and, where
appropriate.
abolish
and dismantle
any cland8stin8
jail
or place
of
detention.
In any 8v8ntr the Parties
agree to give top priority
to
the investigation
of such cases, under ONUSAL verification.
into

8ff8Ct

bill

th8

firm

CNAPTNB IV

Th8 Parties
reaffirm
promote a COmpr8h8nSiVe

in th8 bl8xico
Agreements,
to
of the electoral
System.
To that
8lld,
tbBy
r8qU8St
CDPAZ
to amint
th8
Sp8Cii1
COmoliSSiOn 8nviSq8d
for
tbt
That Commission
shall
Study
the preliminary
DUrpOS8
in th8
-XiCO
wr88m8UtS.
draft
m8ndtU8ntS
t0
the
El8CtOral
Cod8 eubmitt8d
t0
th8
L8giSlatiV8
bsembly
, as well as 8ny proposals
put fozward by its
by th8 Central
Board
of Elections
UIemb8rS or by indepezId8nt
8SQ8rt8 iavit8d
for that pUrpOSe.
Th8
sp8Cial
Commission
shall orqsdae
its work
in suah a way that the results
can b8 used
Within
the time-limits
S8t for tb8 r8fOtm Of th8 electoral
Syst8m.
their

proposal

commitment,
for
reform

made

/ .. .
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CHAPTER
v

One of the prerequisites

for the democratic
reunificatPon
of Salvadorian
sustained
economic and social
development
of the country.
At
reunification
of Salvadorian
society and a growing
degree of
social
cohesion are indispensable
for fostering
development.
Hence, the set
of agreements
required
to --*It a definitive
end to the armed conflict
in
Bl Salvaf¶or must incluae
cer,ain
minhmun
commitments to promote development
for
the benefit
of all sectors
of the population.
society
is the
the same time.

In accordance
with the Sew York Agreement, the issues covered
by this
instrument
are:
the agrarian
problem,
loans to the agricultural
sector,
mea8ura8
required
to alleviate
the social
coet of structural
aaju8tment
programmes,
appropriate
procedures
for
direct
external
cooperation
deeignea
to
encourage
connnunity development
and aesistance
projecte,
establf8hment
of a
forum
for
economia
an8 eocial
consultation
and the Uational
Beconstruction
Plan.
Also,
although
the general
philosophy
or orientation
of the
government'8
economic policy,
which ET&U does not necessarily
ehare,
is not
covered by this Agreement,
both Parties
agree on the need to provide
oertein
basic guideline8
so as to ensure
the requisite
social
stability
during the
transitional
period, consolidate
peace ana make progress toward8 the
reunification
of Salvadorian
society.

A.

The government
of El Salvador
not yet been transferred
under
Constitution
of the Republic.

shall
articles

transfer
rural farmlau8
105 and 267 of the

It likewise
undertakes
to ensure that implementation
oonstitutional
requirements
5s not evaded by owners
holdings
in 8x0888 of 245 hectarea.

of the
of rural

that

ha8

relevant

B.

The government
of El Salvador
shall
tran8fer
to benefioiaries
of the
agrarian
refom,
a8 provided
in article
104 of the Constitution,
State-owed
rural
farmlaud
whiah is not part
of a forestry
reserve.
Under

the

various

prograouneowhich the OoverMlent
of
out with State-owneti
farmland,
preferenoe

land-transfer

5i Baiiiiaciot it3 carrying

shall
be given to former combatants
voluntarily,
are of peasant origin

of both Partiee who 80 request
and familiar
with farming; and
/ .. .
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possess no land of any kind.
The aiee of the lots shall be
determined by the amount of land availabile.
as mentionea above, ena
the number of beneficiaries who meet the conditions set out in this
section.
C.

m

offered

far

6a&3 to the SW

Weking use of the legal, technical ana finenciel resources available
to it, the Government of El Salvador shall seek to acquire and
transfer through the Laud Bank lands voluntarily
offered for sale by
their owners. Once the said lads are acquired, they shall be
transferred to beneficiaries of the agrarian reform.
D.

&W&&I&~

of lands_&

in sccotdlance with the n,rea

The lauds acquired under sections A, B end C of this chapter shall
be usea to satisfy the need for land of landless peasants and small
title to the land shall be transferred
farmers. Specifically,
legally to the peasants and small farmers
designatea by law as
beneficiaries of the agrarian reform.

The lands referred to in the preceding sections shall be trensferred
at market
prices end on the samecredit terms
as are granted to
beneficiaries of the reformed
sector.
At the same time,
a system
of
payments may be e&&dished on the basis of a fixed price and
long-term financing at low. fixed interest rates not subject to
interest capitalisation.
Domestic credit shall be supplemented with
finaucing from international
cooperation, for which a special fund,
finsncea from.-external resources, shall be established for the
purchase of land.
*.

Since the current
agr*rian
legislation
is hephased, contradictory
aud incomplete, the Parties agree that it must be harmonised auad
unified into en agrarian code. To this end, the Government shall
submit the relevant draft legislation to the Legislative Assembly no
later than 12 months after the signalling of this Agreement. If it
fails to do so, COPASshall take on the task of preparing the
corresponGing preliminary draft.

A.

Q

In eccor&uu!e
with the HewYork Agreement, the current land-tenure
situation in conflict
sones shall be respected until a satisfactory
/ . ..
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legal solution
for the definitive
land-tenure
system is arrived at.
Consequently,
landholders
shall not be evicted pending agreement on
they shall be given financial support to
such a solution; moreover,
increase egriculturel
production.
In view of the irregularity
of the lend-tenure eyatem in conflict
aones, the Parties agree on the followings
B.

Deternination

"Landholders" shall meanthose currently
the land in conflict eones.
C.

fnventorv

0

as to who are the '*m

of w

cavege.d bv ut

occupying and/or working
of

the B

Within 38 days from the eigning of the Agreement, PMUUshall submit
an inventory of land or buildings affected by the Agreement. Upon
verification
that such land or buildings are in fact
subject
to the
provisions of this Agreement,
and in accordance with the procedure
set forth in the next section, the Government of El Salvador
shall
seek to provide a satisfactory
legal solution for their final
disposal through the voluntary sale of such property by the rightful
owners to the current holdera, on the terms referred to in
seation 3 (F) of this chapter.
8hould a rightful
owner
not wish to sell his property, the
Government of El Salvador shall make use of the legal mechanismsat
its disposal to try to resettle the peasants or small farmers on
such land as may be available for the purpose and shall, as far as
possible, ereek to.eorure
that such land iu situated in the same
tonea.
D.

B

of

a v

COPASshall appoint a special aommierion whore membersshall he of
recognised integrity
and ability.
The special aommieaion, to be
formed within
20 days folloving
the rigning of this Agreement, shall
be entrusted vith the folloving
tasks and dutiest
a.

To verffy the inventory of affected
land or building8 within
coat lict aones.
Onae the inventory has been verified,
the
special comiesion shall submit copies to the Government of
El Salvador and to COPAS#

b.

Should the need ariae,
to facilitate
between current holders and rightful

E,

Ttj t"P

the settlement of disputes
ovnersl

ey &&f.------ Sd iiieaS%reGif de-6 ---__-.
nacesssry and
proper
for
the prompt and effective
fulfilment
of the
agreemente set forth in this chapter.
/ . ..
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Bxaept for pertiaularly
complex caeee, the Government of El Salvador
shall Iegaliao the lend-tanute
situation
in conflict
aonee
dofieitively
within
sir months
from
the signing of the cease-fire
agreement, grantit&&
ae appropriate,
individual
or collective
title
tothe1end.

ehell be purchased from their former owner6
at market
priaee.
The sale to the current holders ehall be subject to the eeme
conditions as those granted to beneficiaries of the reformed
sector.
Bowever, epeaiel conditions may be agreed to in the
Len&a

intereete

of

peace

the

COPA ehiell guarantee
eeatiene
4.

2 end

process.

fulfilment

of

the

agreements

set

forth

in

3.

q

The agreement

peasant organieatione

on oacupied lende between

shall be respected.

the Government

of El Salvador an&

With regard
to lende occupieb illegally
after the date of that
agreement,
the Government of El Balvador
give8 notice
that it reeetvee tho right to
enforce
the rolevent legal provieione 80 ae to eneure t&t the rule of law
prevaila.
?bIU holde that
the agrarian
problem, including land oaaupatione,
ehould be dealt with throuGh coneultation en& the chenaelo end meahanieme
provided by the peace agreeaeata.

A.

Lpbpa to the SsEtpt au a w&g&
The

of El Balvador
shall eee to it thet the national
eyetem he8 the reeourcee
it need6 to ebeet the &mend
for
are&it of the egriaultural
rector
in general and of microrind
emall-ace10 enterprise
and smell-eaale peasant probuation,
including
COOpereti%?e8
in the reformed
end the non-reformed
Ieator, in
particular.
Government

fhenclal

It efl
al60 eetabltah rulee
fndurttial
production
so that

governing
loans for eGriaulturel end
such
loene are granted
in a timely

ruffiafent
to euetain productive aapaaity end
w-&-#Bptt&a&*
mmenN,d.r
&Y L&-L
CYPLm-1
w-, ar
-w -La.,
w-m- #‘--.-VWM increwe
in loans
by the
commercial
banking 8yetem
to emall
bueineeeewn and emell-eaale enterprieerr.
manner

and

in

---L-k,-_
-LL_ aprror=~

emounts

ef ‘&
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8.

&tive

invol~

of

target

sector8

Government
aleo undertakea
to permit and promote the active
involvement of target sectors
in both the design and the
administration of special credit Lrogrwnes for those aectora. To
that on& the Government
undertakes
to increase the partiaipation
sf
organiaationa representing the sectors referred to in the preceding
section in daveloping policies of the Agricultural
Guarantee pun&
FIGAPE,
FBDEXREDITD
en6 BFA, and to ensure that the finanaial
position of these institutions
remains sound an6 that they become
conduits for chsnneling external reaourcea into loans for micro- and
amall-scale enterprise, small-scale peasant production and
cooperatives in both the reformeU
and the non-reform& sector.

The

C.
The Government of El Salvador shall design and promote new
programmesof technical aaeistance to help increase the productivity
of peasant farmer8
and smallholders , especially in conflict
zones.

Given the increase
in the demandfor agricultural
oredit that will
follow the signing of the Peace Agreement, the Government
of
El Salvador uulertekea
to seek
additional external reaourcea to
cover the new needs of the sector@ In thia connection, the
Government shall seek external financial reaouruea to inoreaae the
operations of tb8 Agricultural
Guarantee Fund 88 a machaniamfor
facilitating
lending to small- and medium-aiaed farmara end their
cooperatives, without aBveraely affecthq
the
financial health of
lending institutione.
6.

m
A.

TO ALLEIlfATe

THE SO-

COSTOF ST-NT

PROW

Consumer

The Government of El Salvador undertakes
to a&opt policies an&
create effective meohaniama
for consumerprotection in accordance
with tha requirements set out in the laet part of article 101,
paragraph 2, of tha Constitution.
In order to comply with this
aonstitutional
requirement, the Government undertake8 to aubmit to
the Legialative Aaaembly, within 60 daya from the signing of this
Agreement, a consumerprotection bill providing for tha
strengthening of the Ministry of Economic Affair&
which could be a
first step towards the ertabliahment of aa Offiae of Consumer
Protection Advocate (Procuradurie General de Defenaa de1 Conaumidor).

/ . ..
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B.
Zhe policy
of privatieation
rhell
increase
society’s
share of
ownership
by affording
workers
access to ownership
of privatiaed
compeniee.
It shall
also avoid monopolistic
practices,
while
guaranteeing
business
freedom end consumer protection,
in accordance
with the provisions
of article
110 of the Constitution.

The Government of.El
Salvador
ehal;L seek to strengthen
social
welfare
progrenmee
designed
to alleviate
extreme
Additiomral
external
resources
shall be sought /or thie
COOP-

FOR

w

The government
of El Salvador
shell
facilitate
private
cooperation
for community development
and aeeietance
projects,
aeeietance
is chanuelled
in accordeuce
with foreign
exchange
regulations.
Official
direct
external
cooperation
may also
eubjeot
to the provision
of the requisite
information
on the
cooperation.

existing
poverty.
purpose.

Dm
direct
external
provided
that
and lending
be approved,
purposes
of such

The Government
shall
grant legal
cud institutional
facilities
to private
of direct
external
cooperation
benefitting
coeen&tiee,
social
organinatione
end national
non-governmental
organieatione:
it shall
not
discriminate
among the latter,
provided
that it is aecertairred
that they are
engaged
in or wish to engage in integrated
development
projects.
Former
combatants
of both
Parties
shall have access to external
cooperation
funds.
sources

be established
in which representatives
of the
and the business
community shall
participate
on
an egual footing
for
the purpose of working
out a eet of broad
agreements
on the eco=ic
and eooial
development
of the country
for
the benefit
of all ite inbabitente.
The oonkltation
process
shall
be a sustained
effort
and shall be oonducted
in pbaeee, bearing
ia
mind that the aim is to reaah some agreements that are to be
implemented
inrpediately
to achieve etebilieationr
otbere
that are
designed
to taokle
the economic and social
problems
that will
ensue
from
the end of the confliat
end still
others
that are geared
epeclfically
to reconstruction.
A

forum

shell

Governrmnt, labour

Among other things,
the4 Goverememt shall
propose to the Porum for
Economic and Social
Consultation
that existing
labour
legislation
revised
in order to promote end maintain
a climate
of harmonious

be
/...
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lebour relations,
without prejudice
to the unemployed and the public
at large. It shall also propose that the situation of disadvantaged
urban and outlying urban conmunitiea be analysed with a view to
proposing solutions to problems resulting from the armed conflict of
recent years. In general terms. the Forum shall be the mechanism
for
agreeing on measures
to alleviate the social coat of the
structural adjustment programme*
B.
COPAZshall convene the Forum for Bcenomic and Social Consultation
for the first
time no later than one month after the signing of this
Agreement.
c.
The composition of the Forum and the representation in it
various sectors and the Government shall be as follows:

the

a.

The Government of El Salvador shall be represented at a high
level, its representatives bebg empoweredto take decisions on
economic and social matteret

b.

The moat representative labour and business organisations shall
be invited to represent those
sectors.

In addition, the Forum
to participate
in its
by it.
D.

of

DIsy invite other
social end political
sectors
as observers , on terms to be determined

work

The Forum shall determine
its om operational structure and the
issues for discussion end conaultationa.
The sectors represented in
the Forum shall have equal rights and shall enjoy equel
opportunities for eapreesing their
views.
In order to guarantee the effectiveness of the agreements reached by
the Forum by consensus, the Government undertakes to issue, amendor
repeal decrees or provisions within its sphere of competence and to
submit relevant proposals to the other organs of State.

The Forum shall appoint a secretariat to
support and ensure the continuity of its

Within

30

days

from

the

rigah?g

ef

elu

sg:SioYott

provide
work.

it with technical

OS 'GZS

aSSS&icin

of

the

armed conflict,
the Goveraunent of Sl Salvsdot shall auk&t to i!MUi the
Sational Reconstruction Plan which it he8 drawn up, so thet tha
/ ...
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racomendations
and suggestions
of aQlbl, like those of the various sectors of
national life, may be taken into account, ensuring that the Plan reflects the
country's collective wishes.

The maiu objectives of the Plaa shall be the integrated &evelopment of
aonea affected by the conflict,
satisfaction of the moat imediate needs of
the population hardest hit by the conflict
and of former combatauta of both
Parties, aad the reconstruction of damagedinfrastructure.
In particular,
in
the context of the corresponding national programma, amaaurea shall be taken
to facilitate
the reintegratiou of FblLN into the country's civil,
institutional
and political
life,
including fellowship, employment and pension
programmes, housing programea
and prograamea for starting up new businesses.
The Plan shall pay special attention to the need to promote job creation
on a massive scale and to increase
the production of basic foodatuffa, which
To that end, the Government shall promote
shall be a priority
for the State.
the integrated
development
of agricultural,
stockbreeding. fisheries, forestry
and agro-industrial
activities.
guarantee the provision of basic social
services and launch the construction and rehabilitation
of economic and social
infrastructures.
The National Reconstruction Plan shall also include
programen
for the war-disabled and the relatives of victims amongthe
civilian
population.
Given the magnitude
of the addttional resources
that will be required for
the implementation of the Plan, both Parties appeal to the international
community to lend its fullest oupport to the fund-raising effort.
To this
end, a netiona1
reconstruction
fund shall
be established, to be supported by
the United hations Development Progrw.

The role
of USDPshall include advining the government on all aa&tera
relating to the mobilisation of external support, assisting in the preparation
of projects and programea likely
to attraat such support, faailitating
approaches to official
bilateral
and multilateral
agencies, mobilising
technical assistance and cooperating with the Sovernment in hansooiaing the
Plan with the activities
of non-governmental organisationa involved in local
and regional
development activities.
ClubPTBR
VI

The following agreements have been reached concerning pol5'ical
partiaipatioo
by yb&U, and shall be aubjeot to the implements. I a timetable
contained in this Agreementr
1.

Adoption of legislative
or other measurer
needed to guarantee format
PULP
combatanta the full exercise of their aivil am! politiaal
rights, with a
view to their reintegration,
within
a framework
of full legality,
into
the civil,
political,
and institutional
life of the country.
/ . ..
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2.
3.

for all political

Freedom

prisoners.

Full guarantees and security for the return
of exiles,
outside the country for reasons
armed conflict.

ant3
related to the

war-wounded

other peeaons currently

4.

granting of licences

5.

Cessation of the armed conflict implies the commitment and the right
of
FMLUto full political
participation,
without
any restrictions
other than
those
deriving from the new institutional
an8 legal framework
established
by the agreements
reached during the negotiations.

6.

Legalisation of iWLN as a political
legislative
decree to that end.

7.

Guarantee

PMLPmassmedia.

party,

through

the

adoption

that y&t! will be able to con&act its activities
it becomesa political
party, meanings
(a)

Freedomto canvass for new qembersr

(b)

The right
printing

(c)

to set up an appropriate
etc.18

infrastructure

(premises,

works,

exercise of the right of assembly an& mobilisation
leaders, activists and mmber8r
Freedom

mebia.

for FMLUto purchase and use advertising

Legal solution to the participation

Letter

of a

normally when

Free

(&I
8.

for

fonnaliaes

Lt.8

of PMM

members

for FMLW

space in ths mass
in

COPA2,

once

the

existence.

9.

18mrediately after the signing of this Agreement, special security
sball bs taken to protect any pl¶IJ leaders who may require such
protection.
The aforesaid meauures, which may include their being
accompanied by diplomatia personnel and also technical support Erom
friendly Goverment6,
shall offer all the facllitiea
required for PwLbt
leaderr to be able to orgauiae their oun security in accordance with the
law. COPAZshall rupervise the artaugementr agreed to herein and shall,
if necematy,
promote ths adoption of the televant legislative
or other
provisiona to emute that such reoutity
measures
ate
fully effective
and
ptopatly efbtablishe& As patt of its tesponribility
for the security of
pBfU8leaders, the dovernment of El Salvador shall provide
the necessary
facilities
for implementing the agreed arrangements.
ONUSAL shall verify

measurer

w

ram.*--rrLvv

of '&

above uieasute8.
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criAPTsu VII

1.
The cessation
of the armed conflict
(hereinafter
referred
to as the CAC)
is a brief,
bynamia and irreversible
process
of predetermined
duration which
must be implemented throughout the national territory
of El Salvador. During
the CAC, there shall be no substentive negotiations but only the measures
necessary to put into practice the agreements reached auring the negotiating
process.
2.
The CAC aball
begin on 1 February
1992
and eball be completed on 31 October 1992.
3.

(hereinafter

referred

to a8 D-Day)

The CM: consist8 of four elements, as defined herein8
(a)

The cease-fire8

(b)

The separation of foraest

(c) The end of the military
structure of FMLNaa the reintegration
of
its sumhera, within a framework
of full
legality,
into the civil,
political
ena institutional
life of the country;
(a)

United Mations verification

of all the above-mentioned activities.

This d&et
also includes agreements on the restoration of public
administration in conflict
aones and the use of the massmeaia to promote
reconciliation
(see annexes E aa P).

4.

The cease-fire

da11 enter into force officially

on D-Day.

5.
At3 of that date, each of the parties shall, as appropriate, refrain from
carrying out any hortile
act or operation by meansof forces
or individuals
under its control, meaning that neither party shall carry out any kind
of
attaak
by land, eea or air,
organioe patrols or offensive manoeuvres, occupy
new positione, lay minea,
interfere
with military coannunications or carry out
any kind of reconnaiaaance
operations , acts of sabotage or eny other military
activity
whiah, in the opinion of ONUSAL,might violate the cease-fire,
or any
act thet infringe0 the rightr of the civilian
population,
6.

Offioial verification
of compliance with the undettslring describea in the
paragraph &all begin on D-Day. Any alleged violation of the
cease-fire
&all be investigated by ONUSAL.

preceding
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7.

During the period between the signing of this Agreement and D-Day, the
parties
shall observe an informal cease-fire
under
which they undertake
not to carry out any of the activities
described in paragraph
5.
two

8.
OSUSALshall deploy ita personnel and equipment during the informal
cease-fire period, so as to be able to verify all aspects of the CAC ae
D-Day.

of

9.
The purpose of the separation of forces is to reduce the risk of
incidents, to build trust and to allow OMJSALto verify both parties'
compliance with this Agreement.
10. The separation of forces shall take place in two stages, so that the
Salvadorian armed forces
(FASS) fall back progressively from their present
positions until deploye& as they would normally be in peacetime and the PMLN
forces are concentrated progressively in designated locations within conflict
areas as determinea
in annex D.
11. During the first stage, which shall coincide with the five days following
D-Day, FABS land forces
shall go to the barracks,
bases, existing
semi-permanent facilities
and other locations listed in annex & and FOLD
forces, except for the combatants mentioned in paragraph 38, shall go to the
places listed in annex 8. The places listed in annexes A and B generally
reflect the present deplopnent of the two parties* forcee.
12. The movementsdescr5bed in the preceding paragraph shall be madeunder
the supervision of ONUSAL. Neither party shall do anything to prevent or
jeopardise the movementof the other party's forcea
during this period.
ONUSALmilitary observers shall closely supervise all the places listed in
annexes A and B and shall in principle be present
24 hours a day in each of
those places as of D-Day.
13. During the period between D-Day + 6 daya and D-Day + 30 daya, FAES land
forces shall fall back to their peacetime positions as listed in annex C and
FMtlo forces,
except for the combatants mentioned in paragraph 16, &a31 fall
back to the locations indicated
in annex D. The precdse
deaigrration
of
such
locations shall be determined by the ONUSALchief
24iPitary Observer, in
consultation with the two parties, during the informal ceeee-fire period.
14.

The

described in the preceding paragraph, which eball aleo be
by OS'LISAD,shall be carried
out according to phaeed programes
agreed between the ONUSALChief Military Observer
and the two parties during
the informal aease-fire period, through the joint working group to which
reference
is ma& in paragraph 32. During this task, the group shall be
guide8 as appropriate
by the agreed timetable for the implemaatation of the
agreeiiieiite reached.
movements

supervised

/ ...
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As 800n aa possible after the signing of this Agreement but no later than
two weeks before D-Day, the FABS shall transmit to the ONDSALChief Military
15.

detailed information on the number of their
concentrated in the places lieted in amew A.
Observer

troops

and

weapons to be

16. Aa soon aa possible after the signing of this Qreement but no later than
two weeks before D-Day, FMLWshall supply the ODUSALChief Military
Observer
with detailed information on its troop strength and inventories of arms,
ammunition. mines, other explosives and military equipment located asywhere
within the national territory.
Themearms, etc. shall be concentrated in the
places listed in auuex 8, with the exception of those of its clandestine
forcea,
which shall be concentrated in the places listed in annex D during the
second stage of the separation of forcee.
17. Upon completion of the first stage of the separation of forces
that ia,
aa of D-Day + 6, ODIISALshell verify that all troops and military equipment
dealared by the parties, other than the arms, etc. referred to in the last
aentenee of the preceding paragraph, have been concentrated in the lOCatiOnS
listed in snuexes A and B. ONUSALshall investigate any report or allegation
of the presence of troops or military equipment in any place other than those
locationa. apart from the movementsauthorised in paragraphs 20-22.
16. ‘fhe arrangements just described relate to FABS land forces snd FMLD
force8 as defined in paragraph 11. Although it is not possible, for p:actical
reasons, to arrange a similar separation of clandestine forces. the Patter
shall remain fully eubject to the undertaking to refrain from carrying
out any
hostile act or operation.
As provided in paragraph 6, any alleged ViOlatiOn
of this undertahing shall be investigated by ODDSAL.
19.

As of D-Day, the naval and air force components of the PAM shall refrain
$rom carrying
out my offenshi
operation.
They shall carry out only such
aon-hostile
mi88iOn8
as are necessary for the discharge of their
duties
unrelated to the arUied conflict.
ONUSALshall be advised in advance of all
military
flight plsns. Such flights
shsll not be carried out over plaaea
where m
force8 have Oaea concentrate&
20. During the CACperiod, ODWSAL
liaison officers
shall be posted in BASS
units, bases &tad barracke to coordinate in advance the q ovonents of PAES
forces
throughout the nations1 territory
and to verify that auah skovementr
will neither violate the oeaoe-fire nor jeopardise in auy other way the
proceeo of inplementing this Agreement.
With speoial reference to FAES forces deployed near p?.aaes where there
PMLWforce& in other words, those listed in appendix
1 to snnes A emd
those lieted in appendix 1 to annex S, the doversmen~ agrees that such forcer
shall be authorised to leave their locations only with the consent of OMUSAL
and for the following purpoees:
21.
are

/

1..
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(a)
(b)
battalion
(c)
(d)
destruction
(e)
reasons,

To carry

out

troop

rotations

To carry out liaison
level
and above8
To deliver

logistical

To take part
of minesr
To go on
individually,

and relief;

and coordination

for

or seek medical
in

between

commands at

the deactivation,

removal

and

care

humanitarian

supplies;

in programnes

leave

activities

civiliaa

clothing

or for other
and unarmed.

However, ONUSAL shall
not grant permission
for any moveuent,
even in the above
cases, if it believes
that such movement could jeopardise
the cease-fire
or
other aspects of this Agreement or disturb
the process of &&U&Q
aud
Forces that leave their
lOCation
for the purposes
listed
in
reoonciliation.
paragraphs
(a), (b), (c) and (d) shall be accompanied
by ONUSAL, which shall
verify
that such movements are in keeping with this Agreement.
during
the CAC period
ONUSAL liaison
officers
shall be posted
22. Similarly,
in the listed
locations
where iNLU forces are to be concentrated
is order to
coordinate
movements by thOSe force&
FMLH agrees that its forces may leave
the locations
in question
only with the consent of ONUSAL aad for the
following
purposes:
(a)
To carry out liaison
and coordination
commaud and the couuauds of the force8
statioued
iudicatedr
(b)
(c)
deetruction
(d)

To supply

provisions,

To tahe part
of minesr
To

go

on

reasons, individually,

clothing

in prograumss

leave
in

or seek
civilisu

for

or vital

activities
between its hiqb
at the various
locations
necessitiesr

the deactivation,

medical
aare or for other
alothiug
end unarmsd.

removal

and

humnitarisn

Sowevef, 0mSU
shsll not grant perfnission
for any moveamnt, even in the &eve
asses, if it believes
that suah movement could jeopardise
the aease-fire
or
other sspeats of this Agreement
or disturb
the process of detente
and
Forces that leave their
looations
for the purposes
listed
in
reaonciliation.
paragraphs
(a), (b) aud (0) shall be sccompanieb
by OSUSAL, which shall verify
that such movements are in keeping with this AgreeQsBt.

verify that the supplies
delivered
to each party do
23. ONUSALshall
in&u&~
le*Y.
srtiales.
Eawever.
the PAW? shall be allowsd
to ~ntala
Stock8
of ammunition
nOtma for peacetime.
Ths mechsnisms for such
verifioation
shall
be established
by the ONLKJAL Chief Military
Observer
cossultatioa
with the two parties.

not
in

/ .. .
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24. During the cease-fire,
COPA ehall systematically
evaluate the progress
being made in implementing the Agreements.
If it notes thit
a aituation
is
developing which might result in a crieie,
it shall draw such conclusions
and
emke such recomendatione
as mey be necessary to prevent a collapse of the
cease-fire
or a crisis of public order.
It shall transmit its conclueions and
recmndatione
to the Chief of ONUSAL.
2s. Should a public order orisie occur despite the above provisions and if
the normal meansfor the maintenance of domestic peace and public security
have been exhausted, with the result that the President of the Republic deems
it necessary to make use of the exceptional measuresprovided for in the
amen&sent to article
168 (121 of the Constitution adopted in April 1991, the
President shall, before giving the relevant order, inform the Chief of ODDSAL
to enable him to make any appropriate remarkr. The actions of the FAES under
such circumstances shall be monitored Closely by OPDSALto ensure that they
are consistent w&h all the peace Agreements.
Eab of

the Vre

of -

of its meagers. w.iLhiu
. inStitcbtlQoa1 andmeal
life

Between D-Day + 6 aud D-Day + 30, according to the phased programmes
to in paragraph 14, yhUI shall concentrate in the 15 designated
locations listed in annemD all arms, anneunition, mines, other eeploeivee and
military equipment
belonging to its force&
both those concentrated during the
first stage in the places listed in annex B and those belonging to its
clandestine forces.
and OSUSALshall verify that thsy tally with the
informatfon
given in the inventories it has received
in accordance with
paragraph 16.
26.

referred

27. In each of the 15 designated locations,
all the arms and equipment
mentioned above, eave for the personal weaPonaand equipment of combatants
present
in the place, shall be kept in locked warehouses. Bach warehouse
shall have two locks,
0138key to which shall be kept by OBDSALand the other
by ths YMLlt COIIIID(uId6r
in the place. OUWAL shall verify the content8 of such
warehouses Periodically
to ensure that there has been no change in them.
28. During ths CACperiod, PMLDmembers ehall keep their personal weapons and
equipment as long as they rearsio in the designated locations.
when
they leave
those places in order to be reintegrate%, within a framework of full
legality,
into the aivil,
political
and institutional
life of tke aountry.
their
personal
weapon8
shall is180 be deposited in the Zocked
warehouses
referred
to
in the preceding paragraph. Combatant8 who are still in the designated
locations Whenthe progremee for the destruction of arms, etc. provided for in
the next paragraph begins, shall de~oeit their personal weapons an0 equipment
in the locked warehouses, for verification
by OBDSAL,immediately ptior to
their destruction according to 8 programmeagreed with OSDSAL.

I...
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29.

Between 15 and 31 October 1992, PMLNshall destroy all arms and equipment
deposited in designated locations according to the arrangememtdescribe&
ahove, in the presence ana under the sole supervision of OBGSALend with its
technical a&vice. Such destruction shall bs carried out simultaneously in all
15 places designated for PMLG. FM& shall dispose of the remains of the
destroyee weapons.

The numbers of OBGSAhmilitary and civilian
personnel shall be increase8
to enable it to fulfil
its tasks related to the agreed processes, as described
in this Agreement.
30.

31. The Secretary-General shall request the Security Council to approve this
increase in the maudate and personnel of OGGSAL. Be shall also request the
General Assembly to provide the necessary funding from the budget. The
composition by country of the military component of OSGSALand the appointmeut
of the coresanderof its military division shall he decided by the Security
Council on the recommendation of the Secretary-General, who shall first
consult with the two parties.
In order to fulfil
its new tasks
effectively,
OSUSALwill require. us in the other aspects of its mandate, complete freedom
of movementthroughout the territory
of El Salvador.
To facilitate
the application of this Agreement, a joint working grcap
shall be set up innusdiately after
the Agreement has been signed. The working
group shall consist of the OGGSALChfef Military Observer, as Chairman, and
one representative from each of the parties.
The membersof the working
group
may be aacompaniedby the necessary advisers. The Chairman of the working
grOnp shall convene its meetings
on his own initiative
or at the request of
either or both of the perties.
32.

/ .. .
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ANUEXA

PLACES -BE

A.

B.

C.

D.

FAES FORCES SFALL
BY D-DAY + 5

BE

CONCENTSATSD

ARUACRACAN

1.

Llano de1 Eapino, Beneficio
(Ausoles geothermal station)

Agua Chica and Geotbmica
adi Finca San Luib

Ausolea

2.

Eeneficio Ebolino, Seneficio Sta. Rita, Repetidora Apaneca (Apeneca
relay station),
Puente Sunnacete, Finca Alta Crenta

3.

Military

Detachment No. 7 (DM-7)

SOUSONATE
4.

Compleja Idluetrial
Acajutla
(Acajutla
Hacienda Km 6, Puenta Rio Bandera

5.

Military

SAUTA

DeteChfiIeBt

industrial

complex),

Puente

No. 6 (PM-6)

AUA

i.

Beneficio Taaumal, Beneficio
Siqiiil

7.

Plant* sea LUiS uno ana San Luie DOS

6.

El ROdsO

9.

Sitio

10.

Cetro El Zacatio

11.

Santa Rosa Buachipilin

12.

Nsadewss

13.

Cerro El tacamil

14.

secona Brigade

Venecia,

Benefkio

La Mia end Cerro

Plan El Tabldn

CNUATENANGO
15.

cant&

and Caaerio ~1 Encumlwaao(31 Encumbraaocanton and hamlet)

16.

Cant& and Caeerio Potrero Suia

(Potrrro

Sula

canton

sntI hamlet)

/,..
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17.

Cant&t and Case& El Carriaal

18.

San Rafael

19.

La Laguna

20.

Concepcith Quezaltepeque

21.

Potonico

22.

Fourth

Infantry

23. Military
24.

E.

F.

(El Carrfsal canton and hamlet)

Brig&e

Detachment No. 1 (D&l)

El Befugfo base

LA LIBEETAD
25.

Preea San Lorenzo (San Lorenzo bun), Beneficio Rio Claro and
Beneficio Atapasao

26.

San Juan de 10s Planes

27.

Candn an& Caserio Las Granadillas (Las Granadillas canton anti
hamlet)

28.

SSTSAUFA (Transport Unit)

29.

Artillery

30.

Atlacatl

31.

Cavelry Regiment

32.

BuiaGaar

Brigade

BIB1 (Rapi& Deployment Infantry

Brigade)

SAN SALVADOR
33.

Bernal - El Carmea

34.

Reneficio Macafd, IngenPo El Angel (El Angel sugar mill),
eubstation

35.

Cant&n end Cased0

36.

First

37.

FAES Headquarters

38.

CITFA

Infantry

Calle l?ueva (Calle

khew8

btejapa

canton and hmlet)

Brigade

I...
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0.

8.

I.

39.

Military

College

40.

CALPA

41.

Belloso

42.

Parachute

43.

National

BIRI
Battalion

(Ilopango)

Navy IieaUquarters

COSCATLAN
44.

San Rafael-El

Terrero

45.

Oratorio

46.

Rosario-El

47.

Military

40.

El Boblar military

Concepcihn
Tabldn
Detachment No. 5 (DM-5)
base

LA PA2
49.

San Psdro Nonualco

50.

guadalupe

51.

Centro

52.

Fhbrica

53.

El Nil0

54.

El

55.

Army Engineers

56.

Bracamonte BIB1

Acopio IRA (IRA storage
Acero

(steelworks),

centre)

COPAL an8

ANDA

plant

Roeario

Unit

CABtiAS
57.

Ilobasco

58.

Tejutepeque

59.

Guayabito

50.

Certo Pe16n
/...
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61.
J.

R.

L,

Military

Detachment No. 2 (DM-2)

SAN VICENTE
62.

San Felipe

63.

Tecoluca

64.

Fifth

Infantry

Briga

usuLuTAN
65.

Los cantaritos

66.

Boneficios

67.

Yl Triunfo

68.

Cant&

69.

San Jorge

7'.

La Placita

71.

Jucuadn

72.

FSNADESAL base

73.

Jiquilisco

74.

Sixth

Infantry

75.

Atonal

BIRI

Marquez,

an6 Caserio

Lourdes,

El Voldn

Oromontique

(El Volcb

and.Veneaia

canton and hamlet)

Brigade

SAN MIQUEL
76.

San Gerardo

77.

San Luis de la Reina

78.

Carolina

79.

Ciu&ad Barrios

80.

Chapeltique

81.

Concepcidn Corozal

82.

cant&l El Bii(o (El liS0 canton)
/ .. .
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M.

NJ.

83.

Cbirilaqua

84.

Comacarcto

05.

Third

66.

Arm BIB1

Infantry

Brigade

MORXZAS
87.

Guelococti

00.

Oscioala

09.

Cacaopera

90.

Las ploree

91.

Sensembra

92.

San Carlo6

93.

Sesori

94. Military
Detachment Ho. 4 (DM-4)
LA MlIOI?
95. Yuaoaiquin
96.

Santa Rosa de Lima

07.

Lielique

90.

Poroldr

99.

Military

Detachment 100. 3 (DM-3)

100. CEblPA
ElmaRK
The exaut location
inform1 cease-fire
The querdixq
tbe PAM will

of

the sites will

non-military
facilitieb
be carried out with W

of

be determined

during

the

period.
of

nations1

minimum

number

importanae
of

by

troop8

neuessary.

Fae tiwk of questing tbeee facilitlee
will
to tbe newly formed Bational Civil Police,
position to take over these fwwtioor.

be gtaduelly banded over
ns soon ae it is in a
I...
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APPENDIX 1 TO ANNEX A
LIST OF MILITARY FACILITIES,
BASES. BARRACKS AND
OTSRR LOCATIONS WHICH FAES FORCES
MAY NOTLEAVE

WITHOUTONUSALAUTHORIZATION
A.

SANTA

1.
8.

c.

0.

E.

ANA

El Rodeo

CHALATENANGO
2.

El SncumbraClocanton end hamlet

3.

El Cerrizal

4.

Sea Rafael

5.

La Laguna

6.

Concepcidn Queaaltepeque

9.

Pontonico

6.

Headquarters of the Fourth Infantry

0.

Beadquarters

cantou end hamlet

of

Military

Brigade

Detachment No. 1

LA MBERTAD
10.

Las Granadillae canton and hamlet

11.

BuizQcar

SAUSALVADOR
12.

Area

including Reneficio de MeCat&
subetation

13.

Calle Nueva canton and hamlet

~1 Angel rugar

mill

and Nejape

CUSCATLAN
14.

Sau Rafael-El Terrero

is.

----, l"mu.olz+"
b"uciryr;c"&I
--- .-a- I_-

16.

Rosario-El T&l&
/...
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F.

0.

8.

1.

of Military

17.

Beadquarters

18.

El Roblar military

Detachment No. 5

base

L&PA2
r-9.

San Pedro Nonualco

20.

Guadalupe

21.

IBA storage

centre

22.

Steelworks,

COPAL

23.

El Nil0

24.

Headquarters

of

25.

Headquarters

of Bracamonte BIB1

and

Army

plant

AHDA

Engineers

Unit

CABA%AS
26.

Ilobasco

27.

Tejutepeque

28.

Guaysbito

29.

Cerro Pel6n

30.

Readquarters

of Military

Detachment No. 2

SAH VICENTE
31.

San Felipe

32.

Tecoluca

33.

Headquarters

of the

Fifth

Infantry

Brigade

USULUTAN
34.

Los Cantaritoe

35.

Seneficios

36.

El Triunfo

37.

El Vol&

Marqu&,

Lourdes,

Oromontique

and

Venecia

canton and hamlet
/ ...
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J.

K.

L.

38.

San Jorge

39.

La Plauta

40.

Jucuar&

41.

F5uALWSAL

42.

libadguartere

of the Pourth

43.

Headquarters

of Atonal

beee
Infantry

Brigede

BIB1

sANMIGuEL
44.

San Gerardc

45.

San Luie 48 lb Reina

46.

Carolina

41.

CiuiLd

48.

Cbapeltique

49.

Concepcibn Coronal

Barrios

MORASAR
50.

Guelococti

51.

Osieala

52.

Cacaopera

53.

Lam tlorei3

54.

Seneedra

55.

Barrod

56.

Readquarterr of Mili&y

Detachment 80. 4

LA URtolO
57.

Santa Boaa de Lima

/ ...
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WKBRE FblW FORCBB EKALL BE CONCENTRATED

PLACRS

BY

1.
8.

D.

E.

1.

l

5

Los ha8eo

WLIBEPTAD
1.

C.

D-DAY

San Sebartih

SAW saLvADoR
1.

JiMrOn

2.

Los Msaerisyo

3.

Vola&~

(B3

Cerrito)

(Pinca

Saor Francisco

an8

La Preea)

CUBCATLM
1.

Ayuaaapoo Milinco

2.

Libauo

3.

La

4.

TeMncingo

Crus

Labrada,

(Pie&~

Santa Ined

tfm4hs
1.

Citquera

2.

Jutiapa

3.

EC1Cartasao

4.

Las mertas

8.

ssnta

xarta

c%aLAmKmm

.

1.

La Rqma

2.

San Antonio Los Rancbor (la1 Gramal)
/ .*.
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0.

H.

I.

3.

Las Flotee

4.

Ban Francisco

5.

Santa Ross

6.

La Palma

7.

Las Vueltae

8.

Buwa Trinidad

9.

Pulse Rombre de Maria

Uoraztin

SAWVICBRTB
1.

Santa Rosa (Tortuguero)

2.

La Laguaa (Apastepeque)

3.

Bl Tablbn

4.

Socorrb

5.

San Carlor

- Ojushte

(Tecoluce)

- Pacun

LA PAB
1.

11 Carmen (Zacatecoluca)

2.

Zaaatecoluca

- southern

slope of Chinchontepec

volcano

Costa - La Isleta

USULUTAE
1.

Buava Oranada (Loma Qrande - Carriaal)

2.

Lou 8orcoae8 WLW

3.

Cant& Saa'Judas

4.

Cant& Ameton (Jucuapa)

8.

Cant& Chflamate

6.

California

7.

Santa Cruz (Berlin)

8.

Meropala

Wquilisco)

(Jucuapa)

- SamPedro

Arenalee - Leo Marias

(Jucuar&l)
/...
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J.

Ii.

L.

SA13MIGuBL
1.

Saa Prancisco

2.

Hacienda Sierra

3.

Hacienda Cuscatdn

- Lolotique
Morena (San Gerardo)
(Sesori)

MOBABAU
1.

Southern

area of Guatajiagua

2.

Torola

3,

Perquin

4.

Joateea

5.

Joqoaitique

6.

La Bstaacia

7.

El Tabl6n

8.

Isletas

(Sociedad)

- Los Castillos

(Yamabal)

LA UNION
1.

81 Copetillo

(Santa Rosa de Lima)

EBMAWS
The exact location
informal cease-fire

of the
period.

sites

will

be determined

daring

the

/ .. .
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ANNEXC

PLACES WHERE FAES FORCES SHALL BE CONCENTRATED
AS FROM D-DAY + 6
L.

_.

PBACSTIMB FACILITIES
1.

Headquarters

of Military

Detachment No. 4

2.

Headquarters

of Military

Detachment No. 3

3.

Headquarters

of

the Third

4.

Headquarters

of

Arce

5.

Headquarters

of the 8intb

6.

Headquarters

of

7.

Headquarters

of DMIPA

8.

Readquarters

of

Military

Detachment No. 2

9.

Headquarters

of Military

Detachment No. 1

10.

Eeauarters

of

Military

Detachment No. 5

11.

Headquarters

of Bracamonte BIB1

12.

Headquarters

of Belloso

13.

Headquarters

of the Fourth

14.

El Roblar military

15.

FASS

16.

CITFA headquarters

17.

Headquarters

18.

Capit& General Gerard0 Barrios Military

19.

Parachute Battalion

20.

.- .-I mL---Logistioai Sup@ort CMnii%iG,a\ueauxe+
DGPEC~W
*&
at San Salvador

21.

Headquarters of the Cavalry Regiment at Sitio

Infantry

Brigade

Infantry

Brigade

BIRI

Atonal

BIB1

8181
Infantry

Brigade

base

headquarters at San Salvador
at San SelVedOr

of the First 'Infantry

Brigade
College at San Salvador

(Ilopaago)

g Best Copy Avallable
ZL

MiiitkiEfi

IiiGUStZieS)

de1 Ciao
/...
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B.

22.

Headquarters

of Atlacatl

23.

Headquarters

of

24.

Heaclquarters

of the Second Infantry

25.

Ueadquarters

of Military

Detachment No. 6

26.

Headquarters

of Military

Detachment No. 7

27.

Headquarters

of

28.

Armed

Forces

Transport

29.

Armed

Forces

Military

30.

Ilopango

31.

Comalapa air base

32.

National

33.

La Uaido naval base

34.

Port

35.

Acajutla

36.

La Libertad

naval base

37.

La Berradura

navy poet

38.

El Cuco navy post

39.

El Tamarind0

of

BIRI

Artillery

the

the Fifth

Sitio

at

Brigade

Infantry

de1 Niqo
at San Juan CpioO

Brigade

Brigsde

Unit
Training

Centre

air base

Navy Headquarters

at San Salvador

El Triunfo
naval base

post

navy

MILITASY AND CIVILIAS

BACILITIES OP NATIONAL IWORTAUCB

40.

El

station

41.

La Torrecilla

42.

Coachagua relay

Pichaco

43. ,.Cerro

relay

relay

station

station

de1 Aguacate relay

44.

Cacahuatique

45.

El Pacayal relay

in La Unida

relay

station

station
station

in Mora&

in Moraa8n
in

Uoradn

/ .. .
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46.

Las Delicias

47.

El Far0 relay station

46.

15 de 6eptiembre

49.

5

50.

Cot+&

51.

El Guajoyo plant

52.

Ausoles geothermal

plant

53.

La Laguna military

bass

54.

Las Pavaa relay station

55.

Los I?aranjoe relay station

56.

Loma Larga relay station

57.

Santa Rosa de Lima military

56.

Ciudad Barrios

59.

Victoria

60.

Apamca

61.

El Befugio military

62.

BASA

in San

Vicente

in Saata An8

dam

de Noviembre dam
Grande dam

military

in Abuachap&
in Chalatenango

base

base

base

relay station
base

refinery

BEwaBRs

1.

Ths guarding
by

in Santa Jba

military

c.

determined

relay station

their

facilities
of aatioaal
importawe will be.
importauce from an economic and military
assigned to this task will in all oarea be the

of nonrliitary
strategfo

standpoint.
The petsoaael
minimum necersary.

The task
of guarding these facilities
will be gradually haaded over to
the neuly formed Satioaal Civil PoXPee, as 80033as the latter 18 is a porition
to take4 over there functions.
2.

Both technical militsry
persoaael and guards uill be sssigaed to relay
rtations,
with tbs nuder of guard8 kept to the minimum necessary.
During tke
inform& cea8e-fire,
the ORUSAtCbtef WlAtary Observer, in conrultatioo
with
the Government, will establish a ceilinq.for
t&i amber of troop8 to be

3.

/ ...
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Paqe 60
stationed
at eaah relay station
for the above reamon8.
be established
for
the El Roblar military
base.
The qovernuent
military
facilities

4.

A similar

ceilinq

will

El Salvador will not concentrate
troop8 or build
at the navy poets listed in 37, 38 and 39.
of

5.
The list of peacetime facilities
does not take into
account the possible
outcoms of the application of agreements on the armed forces.

The maintenance of a number of military bases in peacetime ie justified
6.
by the need to protect El Salvador's borders , and the appropriate arrangements
whose occupation
will be adopted for this purpose. Those peacetime facilities
during the CACq tqht arouae concern will not be occupied. In this connection,
the OMJSALChief
Military Observer may determine, in consultation with the
parties, which
peacetime
facilities
should not be occupied during the ChC
period.
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APPENDIX1 TOANNSXC
LIST OF MILITARY FACILITIRS WICH FABS FORCES
Wl'RODT ONUSAL ADTBORIZATION
A.

8.

MAY NOT LEAVE

PIhCETIME FACILITIES
1.

Headquarters

of Military

Detachment No. 4

2.

Readquarters

of the Sixth

3.

Headquarters

of Atonal

4.

Headquarters

of DMIFA

5.

Beadquarters

of Military

Detachment No. 2

6.

Headquarters

of Military

Detachment No. 1

7.

Headquarters

of the

8.

El Eoblar military

9.

Headquarters

10.

Third

11.

Arce BIB1

12.

Bell080

13,

Bracamonte BIB1

14.

Atlacatl

15.

Parachute

Infantry

BIB1

Infantry

Fourth

Brigade

base

of the Fifth

Infantry

Brigade

Infantry

BrigaCle

Brigade

BIB1

BIBS
Battalion

MILITARY AND CIVILIAR
de1

FACILITIBS

NATIONAL IMPORTANCE

16.

Cerro

17.

Cacebuatiqu0

16.

El PaoayaP relay

19.

Las Delicias relay station in San Vicente

20.

15

Aguacate

relay

relay

OF

station
station

station

in Mora&

in Moraak
in bforadn

de Septiembre dam
/ ...
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21.

5 de Novfembre dam

22.

cerrbn

23.

La Lacuna military

24.

Ciudad Barrios

25.

Victoria

26.

El Refugfo military

Grand0 dam
base in Chalatenango

military

military

base

base
Lase

I...
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ANNBND

PLACBSWHBPEPMLNPORCBS
MALL BB CONCSNTRATBD
AS FROM
D-DAY

+ 6

1.

Area of La Reyna, Chalatenango

2.

Area of Dulce

3.

Area

of San imtonio

Los Ranchos,

4.

Area

of Bl PaisnaI,

San Salvador

5.

Area

of

the

6.

Area

of

El Zepote de Tejutepeque,

7.

Area of Santa Marta, Cab&as

8.

Area of Santa Clara, San Vice&e

9.

Area of Tecoluca, San Vkente

10.

Area

of

11.

Area

of San Aguntin-San Francisco

12.

Area

of La PeTis, Los Maria6 aa& Socote Dulce, Usuludn

13.

Area

of

14.

Area of Isletas,

15.

Area between Sesori and Nueva i?ramle, San Miguel/Uaulut&

de Maria,

Nomhre

Cerro

Chalatenango

de Guaaapa, Cuecatldn

El Carmencanton

Porquin

Chalatenango

and

Cah&as

(southern slope

Jocoaitiwe,

Lo19Castillor

Javier,

of

Chichontepec volcano),

La Paz

Usuluthn

Morada

(Yamabel), Moraa&

/ . ..
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ANNEXE
RESTORATION OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION IN CGNFLICT ZONES
With the entry into force of the cease-fire,
public atbninietration
gradually be restored
in conflict 40ne8, in accordance with the following
principlesr

shall

A.

The full range of public services (such as water* electricity,
telecommunications and roa&a) and other services provided by the State in
such areas as agriculture,
education an8 health shall be restore& as soon
as possible.

8.

Mayors who, because of the armed conflict.
have performed their functions
on an itinerant basis shall take up residence in their respective
municipalities as soon as possible, in close consultation with ONGSAL,iti
order to strengthen the process of &en@ an& reconciliation.

C.

The administration of justice shall be re-established in a manner
appropriate to the purposes of this Agreement
and. in particular,
to the
process of peace and reconciliation.
Accordinglyr

D.

(a)

The administration of justice shall be re-estsblishecl as soon as
possible, in close consultation with ONGSAL,in order to strengthen
the process
of &GI&G and reconciliation.

(b)

The Government shall take appropriate steps to ensure that the
re-establishment of the administration of justice aoes not impair
the effectiveness of the legislative
or other measures adopted
within the framework of this Agreement an& of the peace end
reconciliation
process to guarantee members of PMLNthe full
exercise of their civil end political
rights.

The se&oration of public a&ministration shall not be detrimental to
either the existence or the functioning of the non-governmental
organisations of a cultural , economic or eocial nature that have been
established in conflict 80088. As part of the process of peace and
reconciliation,
appropriate chaunele between these organisations and the
respective authorities shall be maintained, with the support of ONUSAL.

I...
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ANNRXF
USE OF TBB MASSMEDIA TO PROMOTE
BECONCILIATION
For the purpose of assisting the process of &&U&G and reconciliation:
A.

Once

this

Agreement

is signe& the Government shall not jam PMLNradio

stations.
E.

C.

As

from D-day, both Parties uuaertake to:

(a)

Promote, through the various mass media at their disposal, a
national publicity
csmpaign in favour of the reunification
an6
reconciliation
of Salvadorian society.

(b)

Refrain from any propagenda or information policy that is
inconsistent with this Agreement or with the process of d&enreconciliation.

and

COPAZshall monitor the above undertakings and shall transmit to the
Parties any recommeu&ntioneit deemsrelevant.
It may also make
suggestions for the participation
of the various sectors of civilian
society and, in particular,
the mass media in the national reconciliation
campaign.

D.

ONGSALshall

verify

fulfilment

of these undertakings.

/ .. .
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1.

The United Nations shall verify
compliance with this Agreement and with
the San Joe& Mexico City aad New York Agreements
of 26 July 1990,
27 April 1991 and 25 September 1991, respectively,
with the cooperation
of the Parties
and of the authorities
whose duty it is to enforce
them.

2.

The international
cooperation
referred
to in this Agreement shall be
coordinated
by the United Nations aad shall be subject to a formal
application
by the Goverament, compliance with official
formalities
and
the appropriate
consultations.
CIIAerER IX

1.

2.

COPAZ
1.1

Submission
formalising

1.2

Establishment:

to the Legislative
Assembly
COPA2t A+8 at tbe latest.

of

the preliminary

bill

D-day.

ABMED FORCES
2.1

m

the constitutional

of

2.1.1

Ratification
D-days.

by the Legislative

2.1.2

Publication:

2.2.1

Detemination
of
COPA of the lietr,
aiviliaa members
College: D+PO.

Assembly:

between

A-

aad

D+15 at the latest.

the

number of members
and submission
by
three
caadidates
for the appointment of
the Academia Council of the Military

of
of

2.2.2

Deaigaation of the Academic
D+lOOat the latest.

Couacil

of

2.2.3

Deeignatiott

staff:

bttt;;sSt

2.2.4

Reforms

of

the

tg+&itq

in the educatioaal system:

the

Military
Dil2G

College:
i5tid

D+i60.

D+210 at tbe latest.
/...
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2.2.5

Determination

Council:
2.3

2.4

of the admissions
D+210 at the latest.

system

by the Academic

purificatipp
2.3.1

Issuance of the agreement
giving legal form to and
formalising
the ad hoc Commission:
A+S.

2.3.2

Establishment

2.3.3

Result

2.3.4

Corresponding

2.3.5

Implementationa

of the ad hoc Commission:

of the evaluation:
administrative

D+105.

D+195.
decisions:

D+225.

D+255.

Beaaction

The Government of El Salva&or
has submitted to the
Secretary-General
of the United Nations the ti*letable
for
implementing the reduction plan referred
to in section 4 of
chapter I of this Agreement.
The Secretary-General
has made
the timetable known to P&N.
The Unite8 Nations
shall verify
compliance with that timetable.
2.5

Pm&forcesr

National
members

abolition
as publfc security
to the army: D+30.
Guard

2.6.1

Dissolution
of the National
at the latest.

2.6.2

Creation

of the Treasury Police and the
and transfer
of their

forces

Intelligence

of the State Intelligence

Agency:

Department:

D+135

D+30 at th;

latest.

2.7

2.6.3

Designation

2.6.4

Launching

&mid

of
of

the
the

Director:
evaluation

D+45 at the latest.
of

BlID staffs

D+60.

deoloBinfantrv
The following
statement is made with regard to the rapid
deployment infantry
battalions
in the relevant
part of the
timetable for implementing the reduction plan mantioned in
paragraph 2.4 of this chapterr

/ .. .
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"The demobilisation
of the BIHIs shall begin in the third
week of the sixth month and shall last four weeks. Once the
demobilination has begun, the battalions shall be considered
to have lost their offensive battle capability.
"The BIB18 shall be demobilised as detailed below:
6th

General RsmdnBelloso BIRI

month:

7th month: Atonal BIRI
8th month: Atlacatl

BIRI

9th month: General Eusebio Bracsmonte BIRI
10th month: General Jose Manuel
2.8

Paramilitarv

bodies

2.8.1

defew

2.8.2

2.8.3
2.9

Civil

2.8.1.1

Registration

2.8.1.2

Disarming:

2.8.1.3

Total disbanding:

Arce

and location:

BIRI."

D+60 at the latest.

D+120 at the latest.
D+150 at

the

latest.

Srat;em of armed forces reserve8
2.8.2.1

Submission to the Legislative Assembly of the
preliminary bill on military
service and armed
forces reserves: D+60 at the latest.

2.8.2.2

Promulgation of the law on the new system
of
military service and armed forces reserves: D+90 at
the latest.

2.8.2.3

Replacement of territorial
of armed forces reserves:

service
by a new system
D+120 at the latest.

Private securitv service8:
Submission
of the preliminary
bill to the Legislative Assembly: D+45 at the latest.

~acforcibleurunagt

,C

2.9.1

Implementation of the suspension; D-day.

2.9.2

Wide publicity
D-Bay.

in all the

media,

especially

radio2

as of

I...
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2.10

3.

2.9.3

Submission to the Legislative
Assembly of the preliminary
bill on military
service and armed forces reserves:
D+60
at the latest.

2.9.4

Promulgation

of the law:

Preventiveonal

D+90.

me-

2.10.1

Organisation of the
D+90 at the latest.

Forces General Inspectoratet

2.10.2

Functioning of the armed forces
D+255.

2.10.3

Submission to the Legislative Assembly of the preliminary
draft
amendmentsto the law on unlawful enricbmentt D+90.

2.10.4

Suspension of the issuance of licences to private
individuals to bear weapons that are for the exclusive
of the armed forcest
A-day.

Armed

court of honourt

as

of

2.10.5

Cancellation of licences for private individuals to bear
weapons that are for the exclusive t<se of the armed
forcest
D+30 at the latest.

2.10.6

pecall of such weaponst between D+30 and D+270.

2.10.7

Dissemination of the doctrine
D+30.

of

2.10.6

Adaptation of the legislatioa
D-day and D+270.

on the armed forcest

the

armed forcest

use

as of
between

NATIOSAL CIVIL POLICE

3.1

Submission to the Legislative
organising the National Civil

3.2

Submission

organiring
D-days.

Assembly of the preliminary
Policet
D+20.

bill

to the Legislutive Assembly of tbe preliminary bill
the National Public Security Academyt between A- and

3.3

Appointment

3.4

Submission by CODA2of the list of three candidates for the post of
Director-General of the pational Civil Policet D+20 at the latest.

3.6

Appointment of the Director-General
D+30 at the latest.

of

the Coordinatort

before D-day.

of the pational Civil

Policet

I...
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3.6

Submission by COPA of the list of three candidates for the post of
Director-General
of tha National Public Security Acatlemyr
Dc5.

3.7

Determination of the number of membersand submission by COPAZ
the lists of three candidates for appointments to the Academic
Council of the National Public Security Academy: D+5.

3.6

Appointments of the Director aud of the membersof the Academic
Council of the National Public Security Academy: D+15.

3.9

Designation of the COPA subcoznniseion for the National Civil
Police:
D-day at the latest.

3.10

Design of the publicity
latest.

3.11

Launching
latest.

3.12

Design of the aptitude teat for former members
of the National
Police and fonner
FMLNcombatantzr D+30 at the latest.

3.13

Organisation

3.14

Evaluation of former
membersof the National Police:
until the end of the transitional
period.

3.15

Aptitude

3.16

Introduction of the admissions system
Security Academy: D4.60at the latest.

3.17

Formation of boards

3.16

Admission of the first

3.19

Start of courses at the National Public Security
the latest. p/

AcaQemyt

3.20

Establishment
Civil Police:

of

3.21

Blimination of structures
the National Civil Polices

the publicity

of

of

for thiz

courses

and skills

campaign for

test:

of

D+!5 at the

D+45 at the latest.
from D+3Q

D+60 at the latest.

group

the entire
D+240.

recruitment:

teats

examiners:

of

D+lO at the

of

for

the National Public

D+60 at the latest.

candidates:

functional

D+90 at the latest.

structure

D+90 at

the National

incompatible with the Finance Division
D&40.

of

Both Parties tecognize that this is sn ambitious goal which they

9
pi8Cige

campaigu for recruitment:

of

their

poiii;iC&3i

iiiii

tG

E&&iii;%-;

kCE?ZVez,

atk&d~

on the optimum operation of all the nstionzl and international
involved, which cannot be assured at this time.

chh

~%X!~ &?endle

factors
/...
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3.22

Launching of the territorial
Police:
D+270 at the latest.

3.23

Completion of the territorial
deployment of the National Civil
Police:
21 months from the start of territorial
deployment.

3.24

Snd of the transitional
regime for the National
2 years
the functions of the National Police:
territorial
deployment.

3.25
4.

of

National

the

Supiry of the possiblo reguirement to live
31 December1992.

Civil
after

Civil

Police
the

aad of

of

start

in barracks:

JUDICIAL SYys'mM
4.1

National Council of the Judiciary:
4.1.1

Submissioa to the Legislative
draft aueadmeatsto the law:

4.1.2

Adoption of the new law:

4.1.3

Election and establishment:
adoption of the new law.

Assembly of the preliminary
D+60 at the latest.

D+90.
ab. the latest,

+90 after

the

4.2

Judicial Training School: at the latest, +160 after the
establishment of the National Council of the Judiciary.

4.3

Formation of lists of candidates for
Judiciary:
April 1994.

4.4

Judicial careers
preliminary draft

submissioa to the Legislative Assembly of a
for legal reform: D+90 at the latest.

4.5

bfilitary
jurisdictioar
preliminary draft

for

4.6

5.

deployment

of

the

submission to the Legislative Assembly of a
legal reform
D+90 at the latest.

Office

of

4.6.1

Submissioa to the Legislative Assembly of
draft organic law: D460 at the latest.

4.6.2

Designation of the National Counsel:

NLRCTORAL

ths National

the National Council

Counsel for the Defence

of

fiun~an

Rights;

a preliminary

D+30 at the latest.

SYSTEM

5.1

Designation

of the Supreme Electoral

5.2

Designation by

COPA

Tribunal:

of the Special Conmission

DA5 at the latest.
D+15 at the latest.
I...
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5.3

Legal reform:

5.4

Pull

D+lZO at the latest.

of the right of legally registered parties
to
the preparation. organisation, publication and updating of
the electoral rolls:
one year before the elections, at the
latest.
implementation

monitor

5.5
6.

Publication of the register
the elections.

electors:

at least 20 days before

ECONOMIC
ANDSOCIALQUESTIONS
6.1

Submission by PMLNof the inventory
within conflict
aones: A+30.

6.2

Desiqnation by COPA of a special commission:

6.3

Legalisation

6.4

Submission to the Legislative Assembly of
protection bill:
A+60 at the latest.

6.5

Convening by COPh2of the Economic and Social Forum:
latest.

6.6

Submission of the National Reconstruction
El Salvador to FMLN:
A+30 at the latest.

6.7

Establishment of the Reconetruction

S.8

Start of implementation of the agreements
on loans to the
aqricultural
sector and for microand small-scale enterprise:
of D+lZO.
Start of
D-day.

6.10

Startinq date for requests
both Parties:
D+SO.

6.11

Start of the preferential

the

transfer

of

Fund:

land or buildings
A+20

at the latest.

aonest A+150 at the latest.
the preliminary
A+30

ai

the

Plan by the Government

of

D+SOat the latest.

lands in exce88 of 245 hectares,
for

consumer

as

as of

State land by former combatants of

of land by the State
to former
who have so requested and who are of
and familiar with farming, and possess no land of

of both

peasant origin
any kind:
D+90.
6.12

of affected

of land tenure in conflict

6.9

con&atant8

\

of

transfer

Parties

Submission to the Legislative Aseembly of the preliminary
code:
A+12 months at the latest.

draft

aqrarian

I...
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7.

8.

6.13

Implementation
as of A.

of

agreements

on privatisation

6.14

Implementation

of

agreements

on external

6.15

Implementation of programmesto facilitate
former FMLNcombatants: before D+60.

and social
cooperation:

welfare:

as of D-Day.

the integration

of

POLITICAL PARTICIPATIONBY FMLN
7.1

Adoption of legislative
or other
combatants the full exercise of

7.2

Arrangements
in COPA

7.3

Release of political

7.4

Promotion of the legislative
decree for the legalization
a political
party:
as of D+90.

7.5

Granting of licences for

7.6

Full guarantees and security

measures

their

to

former FMLN
between A and D. 51

guarsntee

rights:

for the security of FMLNleaders anc4FMLPparticipants
and other commissions: between A and D.
prisoners:

mass

D+30.
of FMLNas

media: as of D+30.
for

returnees8

as of D+40.

CESSATIONOF TDSAPMSDCONFLICT
8.1

Informal cessation of the armed conflict:

between A an& D.

6.2

Establishment

A-clay.

8.3

Launching of the reconciliation

8.4

Transmittal by the Salvadorian armed forces to ONGSALof detailed
information on the number
of their troops and weaponsto be
concentrated in the places listed in annex A$ D-7 at the latest.

8.5

Provision by PMLNto GNDSALof detailed information on its troop
strength and inventories of arms, asmzuiition, mines, other
explosives and military equipment located anywhere in the national
territory,
and its plans for concentrairing them in the places
listed in annex Ba D-7 at the latest.

21

of

the Joint Working Groups
campaign:

It is urMW8tOOd that these measureswill

A41.

take effect

in time for

members of PbW to be zble to join COPA and other commissionswithout
restrictions
of any kind.
It is also understood
that these legislative

and
are broadly conceived and bo .not exclude any former FbiLN
any Rind.
Consequently, they include arrangements for obtaining
documentation and do not discriminate against any memberof PMLIO.
other

measures
combatants of

I...
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8.6

Precise
forces

designation
of the places to which the Salvadorian armed
and FlQlN are to fall back: between A and 0.

8.7

First

8.8

Second stage

8.9

Concentration by FMLNin each of the 15 designated locations, under
ODUSALsupervisiw,
of all PMLWarms, annnunition, mines, explosives
and military equipment, including those belonginy to its
clandestine forces, pursuant to paragraph 26 of chapter VII
(Cessation of the Armed Conflict):
between D+6 and D+30.

8.10

Monitoring
enplosivee
clandestiae
(Cessation

8.11

Reintegration of former
FMLHcombatants, within a framework
legality,
into the civil,
political
and institutional
life
country:

8.12

stage

of

the separation of forces:

of the separation of fotcesr

betveen D

and

D+5.

between D+5 and D+30.

by ONDSALof all PMLNarms, ammunition, mines,
and military equipment, including those belonging to its
forces, pursuant to paragraphs 27 and 28 of chapter VII
as of Da30.
of the Armed Conflict):

8.11.1

D+OOt No leea than 20 per cent.

8,11.2

D+ltO:

8.11.3

D+18Oa l?o lest than 60 per cent.

8.11.4

D4240c No less than 80 per cent.

8.11.5

31 October 1992:

of full
of the

Uo less than 40 par cent.

End of the military
31 October 1992.

100 per

etructure

of

cent.
PMLUt between 15 October 1992 and

FINAL PROWISIOD
The time allotted for implementing any agreements not included in this
timetable, and any adjuetmente to the above timetable that may be required,
for
any reason,
shall be decided by OlWSALin consultation with the Parties.

The Pettier empress
their firm determination to obeerve scrupulously and
fulfil
in good faith all the undertakings given in this Agreemeut end in
the other
agreemente reached during the negotiating proceaa,
under the terms
end through the meahaniemaprovided for therein,
and to cooperate with OlWSAL
-a- ""."I-.""en..rrrurti
r‘
in --441 -C.ak of .w.dfd..m
..-%4r.,rr
.A,%.
r..rL ,~rw=ta.
.-we a-3 -,a..=---.."
I-w.. "w-m
"a
to
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El Salvador solemnly urrdertakes
to work actively
for
the adoption of the
legislative
reform
in time for them to be promulgated on the envisaged
dates.

agreed

Mexico City,

16 January

Repreeeuting
El Salvador:

the Government

Mr.

Oscar

1992
of

Santamaria

Col. Juan Martinez
Gene blauricio

Representing
the
para la LiberaCihB
Cm&.

Varela

Ernest0

Vargas

SchBfik

Cmdr. Frencisco
Cmdr. Salvador

Farabundo Marti
NaCiOBaaa

Prente

Handal
Jove1
Sanchez Cerdn

Mr. David Eecobar Galindo

Cmdr. Eduardo Ssncho

Mr. Abelardo

Cmdr. Joaquin

Torres

Mr. Rafael Herr&

Contrerae

Salvador

Villalobos

Samayoa

Ana Guadalupe Uartinea
Maria blarta Valladares
Roberto
Dagoberto
Boutros
Secretary-General

C&as
Gutierrea

Boutros-Ghali
of the United Nations

/ .. .
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ANNSXI
OUTLINE FOR TRS DRAFTING OF TRE ACT CONCERNING THS AUTRORIZATION,
REGISTRATION AND MONITORING OF SECURITY GROUPS OR UNITS FOR
PROTBCTING TSR PROPERTy OF TRR STATS, CORPORATIONSOR INDIVIDUALS,
AND PRIVATE SECURITY PERSONNEL
I.

II.

PREAMBULARPARAGRAPHSI
1.

Refer to the relevant articles
and subparagraphs
of th6 Constitution
which may have a bearing on the purposes of the act.

2.

Need to regulate,
coordinate
and integrate
these functions,
up a body responsible
for monitoring
them.

3.

Develop a suitable
framework for regulatiag
the functioning
of these
types of groups, units and persons who provide security
services,
in
relation
to their role in a democratic society.

setting

ARTICLESr
1.

Purpose of the act.

2.

Scope:
a.

Any group,
institutions,
ixulividuals.

unit

or person providing
security
services
to State
other public or private
institutions,
and

The following
shall
security
provided,

be regulate&

snd type

aocording

to the type of

(1)

The number

(2)

The number and type of weapons, and equipment in general1

(3)

Facilities
for
housing security personnel, training,
also storing weapons, ammunition and equipment.

of

personnelt

an6

c.

Determination of mechanismsfor the monitoring and supervis5on
of security groups, entities and personnel by the National
Civil Police, without prejudice to the jurisdiction
of other
organs and officials
authoriae8 by the Constitution or by the
law.

6.

Determination of the
monitoring be&y.

powers

and responsibilities

of

the

/...
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3.

Establishment
the necessary
by this act.

4.

Establishment of the-regime
of powers
or persons for the discharge of their

_5.

6.

of the judicial
and legal formalities
for
authorisation
to prod&e
security
services

obtaining
regulated

to such groups, unite
functions.

granted

Determination of the monitoring mechanismsto be used by the
monitoring body and of the specific requirements to be fulfilled
such groups, unite or persons8
specifically

by

a.

Registration of firms or indiviUual8
security services;

providing

b.

Special

C.

Registration

cl.

Requirements and conaitione for the recruitment of personnel by
such firms, and conditions to be fulfillea
by persons providing
security services inaividually,
including evidence
of their
respect for humanrights;

8.

Registration

requirements to be fulfilled
by persons responsible for
the organisation and operation of such firms:
of

the personnel

of facilities,

of

security

firms;

weapons, ammunition an8 equipment.

ProhibitionS
Prohibit

the existence or the functioning of any private armed
ate
not regulated
and which do not fulfil
the
requirements established by this act.

groups

which

7.

Bequest by the monitoring body to such fitme, groups OS persona
information on the type of security to be developed for the
provision
of such services.

0.

Establishment of the requisite procedures to enable
any individual
or legal entity to obtain authorisation to hire security personnel.

9.

Regulations for the establishment, functioning
private detective agencies.

10.

Determination of compliance with any Special regietere.which may
have been established by other laws with respect to certain
necessary weapons, equipment or supplies to be used by such firms

and

monftoring

for

of

or

groups.

11.

Determination of the limits
on personnel, weapons, ammunition,
equipment end mt6riel
in general, according to the type of security
to be provided, end the proportions which must exist amongthem.
I...
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12.

Determination
forth

in

this

of the deadlines
act.

for fulfilling

the requirements

set

13.

Issuance by the monitoring body of whatever regulations
and
inutructions
may be necessary for carrying out the activities
regulated by.tbJ.cr act.

14.

Establishment
of various
provisions
of this act.

15.

Establishment
of a transitional
regime laying doun
deadlines for verifying
that such entities
and their
the requirements
established
by law for performing
as a condition of their
continuing to provide such
surrender
of weapons,
smmunition.and equipment not
this act8 and harmonisation
of juridical
procedures

16.

Establishment
of an evaluation
mechanism which will,.within
two years
from
this agreement, give an opinion on the advisability
of continuing
to authoriae the functioning
of the entities
in
question.

17.

Repeal of any laws or provisions

penalties

for failure

which

conflict

to comply with

with

the

peremptory
personnel meet
such functions,
servicest
authorised
under
in this area.

this

act.

/ .. .
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ANNEXII
PRELIMINABYBILL OBGANIZINGTBB NATIONALCIVlL POLICE
TBB LEGISLATIVEASSBMBLYOF TBB BBPGBLICOF EL SALVADOR
Whereas

In accordance
with paragraph 17 of article 166 of the Constitution,
it is the
"To command,orqanioe and
responsibility
ef the President of the Xepublict
maintain the National Civil Police to preserve peace, tranquillity,
order and
to respect
public security, in both urban and rural areaa , adherinq strictly
for humsnrights and under the control of civilian
authorities.
The National
Civil Police and the armed forces shall be independent and shall be placed
under the authority of different ministries",
The establishment of the National Civil Police
orqaniaiag and requlatinq it institutionally,

must

be accompanied by an act

BBBBBYDECBBBS
TITLE I
GBNBBALPBWISIONS

The National Civil Police of El Salvador shall have the mission of protecting
and safeguarding tbe free exercise of the rights and freedoms of individuals,
preventing and combating all types of crime6 and maintaining internal peace,
tranguillity,
order and public 8ecurity throughout the national territory.
There shall be no

other

armed police body with national

jurirdiction.

The Bational Civil Police shall he sn armed institution
whiah is aivflisn and
professional in nature an6 is free
from all partban
aativity.
It8 structure
and organisation shall be hierarchiaal,
under the supremecommand of the
President of the Republic, who elm11 exercire such aommmd tbrouqh the
Minister of the Interior and Public Security and the Via+Uinister
for Public
Security.

the authority of the Minister and of the Vise-Minister
for Public
@mAriC,Yi t& &y&&J&y
5-d
-m
YL L-e
pOlla i&iii %I exercised
by the
and monitor the
Director-General of POliae. The Director-General shall direct
Under

/ . ..
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implementation
of the public security
policy formulated by the Government.
shall also be the supreme administrative
authority
of the National Civil
police.

He

The Director-General
of Police shall be appointed by the President
of the
Ipe may he dismiasea by resolution
of the Legislative
Asaambly for
Bep9blic.
serious violations
of human rights,
as provided in the Constitution.

Under the authority
of the Director-General,
the General Inspectorate
of
Police shall be responsible for monitoring an8 supervising the activities
the operational services of the force.

Of

The Inspector General shall be appointed by the Director-General,
in
consultation with the Attorney-General of the Republic and the National
Counsel for the Defence of HumanRights.
The General Inspectorate shall comprise a Monitoring Division, which shall
have the function of monitoring all police services, and a Disciplinary
Investigation Divitdon. wbicb shall have the function of investigeting
breaches of discipline by police officers.

The Director-General shall be assisted by a Deputy Director-General
Operations en6 a Deputy Director-General for Management.

for

The Deputy Director-General for Operations shall be responsible for
implementing and coorainating the activities
of central divisions and
departmental police delegations.
The Deputy Director-General for Managementshall be responsible for
implementing and coordinating the a&ministrative and logistical
support
activities
of the police.

The National Civil Polioe shall have the iollowing
oentral divfsionsr
Public
Seourityt Criminal Investigations Prontiiersj
Finance$
Arms iuad Explosiveat
Protection of Eminent Persons; Bnvironment; and others
to be established by
order of the Presi&nt of the Republic. Chiefs of division shall be appointed
by the Director-General of Police, on the proposal of the Deputy
Director-General for Operations. In the case of the CbieS of the Criminal
Investigation
Division, prior consultation shall also be requirecl
with the
President of the Judiciary and the Attorney-General cf the Bepublic.
In the
case of the Chief of the Finance Division, the prior approval OS the Minister
of Finance
shall be required.

/...
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The public
tranquillity,

Security Division
shall be responsible
order and public security.

for the maintenance

of

Under the functional
control of the Attorney-General
of the Republic, the
Criminal Investigation
Division
shall be responsible
for investigating
criminal acts an6 gathering eviflence to identify
the perpetrators
of such
acts.
It shall also carry out investigations
and other activities
within its
field of competence as required by the Attorney-General
of the Republic,
judges and courts.
...
Article

9

The Frontiers
Division
shall be responsible
for monitoring and supervising
the
admission, departure.
activities
an&, where necessary,
expulsion of aliens and
the migration of nationals
and for the monitoring and supervision of public
and private national airports , without prejudice to the constitutional
duty of
the armed forces to defend the integrity
of the territory
of
the State.
le lQ
Under the functional control of the Ministry of Finance, the Finance Division
shall be responsible for preventing and combating infringements of tax law,
without prejudice to the fiscal oversight or other functions performed by that
Ministry,
for which it shall serve as police support organ.
It shall have two
departments: customs and taxes.
The Finance Division shall be the only police organ with competence in the
areas of customs and tames. Consequently, following its entry into operation,
all provisions and structures incompatible with this principle shall cease to
exist.

The Arms and Snplosives Division shall be responsible for preventing and
combating infringements of the constitutional
and legal regime on the
manufacture, import, export, trading, possession end bearing
of weapons,
ammunition, enplosives and similar articles.

The Division for the Protection of Eminent Persons shall be responsible Sot
protwtir;ed esc=:t;=g c==ior Q--C"w-w -pa1-s-*-YL**N.*o*o, :O=ei,--, di~~ly:'~riee eisitiiie
the country; and other persons on the basis of decisions of the Government or
of the courts; and for guarding public buildings and the OffiCes
of diplomatic
missions or international
orgsniaations.
/...
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Under the functional control of tbe Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock, the
Environment Division shall be responsible for preventing and combating crimes
and misdemeanoursagainst the enVirOnt5ent.

There shall be one police delegation per department and one metropolitan
delegation for the city of San Salvador, to which all police units of the
The organisational structure of
corresponding district
shall report.
delegations shall be adapted to the needs and characteristics
of each
department.
Chiefs of delegetions shall be appointed by the Director-General of Police on
the proposal of the Deputy Director-General for Operations, who shall be their
direct supervisor.
The headquarters of delegations shall be located in
departmental capitals.
Within each delegation, there shall be subdelegations and police posts as
required for local needs.

The Office of the Deputy Director-General for Wanagementshall be responsible
for implementing and coordinating the administrative and logistical
support
St shall consist of the following divisions:
activities
of the police.
Infrastructure
Divisiont Data-Processing Division) Administration Division;
Logistics Division; Planning and Budget Divisionr and others to be established
by order of the President of the Republic. Chiefs of division shall be
appointed by the Director-General of Police, on the proposal of the Deputy
Director-General for Management.

Ordinary courts shall be competent to try Crime8 committed against
members of
the Wational Civil Police,
as well as crimes committed by them, even in the
erercire of their functions.
TITLE II
yLlWCTIOUS
08 TUS POLICE

The functions of the loational Civil
1.

Police shall be to:

proteat and safeguard
the free exercise of the rights
of citisens throughout the national
territory.

and freedoms
/ ...
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2.

Maintain

3.

Prevent

4.

Make

5.

Monitor
and supervise
the admission,
expulsion
of aliens
anc'i the migration
supervise
public
and private
national
tbe constitutional
duty of tie armed
of tbe territory
of the State.

6.

Prevent and combat
in article
10.

7.

Grant protection
territory,
under

6.

Prevent and combat infringements
of tbe constitution81
and legal
regime on the manufacture,
import,
export, trading,
po8sesrion
and
bearing
of weapons, ammunition,
explosives
and similar
articlea.

9.

Monitor

10.

Oversee passenger
ensure the safety

internal

peace,

and combat

tranquillity,

order

private

security.

types of crimes.

all

in tbe cases provide&

arrests

an8 public

by law.

infringement8

departure,
activitioa
and
of national8
and ma&or
snd
airports,
witbout
prejudice
to
forces
to defend tbe integrity

of tax

law , under

the

to persons azk¶ property
throughout
the terms set out in article
12.

security

terms

the national

or services.

entities

and goods traffic
the roaits.

Safeguard
all land,
ports and airports.

12,

Enforce

13.

Guard tbe perimeter
detainees.

14.

Provide

sea and air

provieions'relating

on public

tboroughfarea

and

route8

communication

to the protection

membsrs of the judiciary
decisions.

with

the

frontterr,

of tb8 environment.

and escort

of penitentiaries

from

prisonare aad

8uppOtt

tb8y

need

enforce their
15.

Provide
the Attorney-General
lleede to investigate
crimes
must be subject
to criminal

16.

Provide

the

17.
18.

Compile

rCIL,-CI-“--IocIco.

Assist

pational
he needs

and classify
citiaens

out

of

11.

the support

ret

of the Republic
and, in particular,
juriediction.

Counsel for
to discharge
data

in nases

for

the Defence
his duties.

the preparation

of public

with

the support
criminal
acts

of

Human

of

national

Right8

to
he
vhiah
with

crime

disaster.
0...
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19.

cultural
or educational
Participate
in any social.
civic.
which the Government may order through the Minister or
Vice-Minister.

10.

Aay other function8 which

programnea

be aeeigned to it by law.

may

For the purpose of exercising
tbe powers mentioned in subparagraphs 14, 15
and 16 of this
article,
the Director-General of Police shall detach the
neoeaaary
police officers
at the requeat
of the
judge,
the Attorney-General of

the Republic or the National Counsel for the Defence of HumanRighte, aa the
aaae amy be. In such circumataaces, the officers thus detached shall remain
within the orgaaiaational structure
of the National Civil Police, but Shall be
under
the functional authority
of the judge, the Attorney-General of the
Republic or the National Counsel for the Defence of HumanRights, as the case
may be. The request or authorisation of the latter authorities shall be
eaaential in order
to release such officers from the duties thus entrusted to
tham.

The

exercise

shell be subject to the following

of

police

functions

of

the National Civil

code

of

conduct a
1.

Meabets

2.

In the
ahsll

Police shall at all

times observe the

dutiea
imposed on them by law , serving the community and protecting
persona from illegal acta, in keeping with the high degree of
reaponaibility
required
by their
profeaaion.

all

of their taaka,
members
of the National Civil Police
protect humandignity end shall preserve and defend the
of all persona.

performance
rampect
and

human rights

3.

Questions of a confidential
nature
of which member8
of the National Civil
Police have knowledge ahall be kept secret,
unless compliaace with duty
or the needs of justice strictly
demandotherwise.

4.

No

mSmberof the National Civil Police may inflict,
instigate or tolerate
any aat of torture or other
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
puaisbmeat, nor invoke the orders of a superior or special ciraumatsncea,
such as a state

internal
torture

political
or

other

of

war

or threat

instability
cruel, inbman

of

war,

or any
or

threats

other

degrading

to

national

security,

public emergency to
treatment

justify

or punishment.

5.

M8mbWSof the National Civil Police shall ensure
full protection of ths
integrity
and health of person8 in their custody and, in particular,
shall take immediate steps to provide medical care when necessary.

0.

i&a&era of the National Civii poiice shaii not commit any act of
They shall also strongly oppose such acts and shall combat
aorruption.
th9Ul.
/ .. .
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7.

b&nnbate of the Dational Civil Police who have reason to believe that a
breach of thaee rules of conduct has occurred
or is about to occur shall
80 inform their superiors and, if neceeeary, any authority or appropriate
agency having powers of control or correction.

Uembereof the Dational Civil Police shall wear the regulatioa uniform
whenever they are oa active duty.
In exceptional cases, the Minister, or in
his absence, the Vice-Minister or the Director-General may give authorisation
for not wearing
uniforme for certain tasks.

of the Dational Civil
warranted by the circumstances
Members

The use of firearms

Police shall bear regulation
and their duties.

shall be governed by the following

firearme when

norms:

1.

In the perforemece
of their functions. members of the National Civil
Police
shall, as far ae possible, utiliae non-violent meanebefore
resorting
to the use of force
and firearms.
They may use force aed
firearms
only when other meansprove ineffective
or do not in auy way
Guarantee the achievement of the legitimate anticipated result.

2.

Membe+re of

3.

When the use of firearms becoaee unavoidable, members
Civil Police shall:

the Oational Civil Police shall not use firearms against
people except in self-defence or in defence of other people, or in case
of ievainent danger
of death or serious injury,
or with the intention of
preventing the comaaieeionof a particularly
serious crime involving a
eerioue threat to life. or for the purpose of arresting a person who
represents eu& a threat
and resists their authority,
and only where lees
extreme
mane prove ineufficient
to achieve such objectives.
In any
aaee, lethal uaapone may be used intentionally
only when strictly
unavoidable for the protection of a life.
of

the National

(a)

Bearaiee restraint
eed take action proportional to the eerioueneee
of the Crime and the legitimate
objective pureuebr

W

Redwe 8eemge eed injury

to a minimumand respect

eed protect

hW

lifet

(c)

Ensure that medical assistance and services are provided ae soon se
poeeible to persons who are injured
or otherwise effectedt

(6)

Bndeavour
to notify, a8 eoee es poeeible, the relative8
friee48
of injured or otherwise affected persons.

or cioee

/...
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4.

Where member8 of the paiiional Civil Police cause injuries
or death
through the uee of force or firearme,
they shall report the fact
imeediately
to their superiors.

5.

As part %>f the performance of their duty to safeguard the exercise of the
right8 of iadividuale,
members of the patioaal Civil Police shall protect
the eeerciee of the right of aeeembly and demonstration.
Where, for
legal reaeoae, they are conpelled to break
up a demonstration or a
meeting, they ehall uee the leaet dengeroue mean8and only to the minimum
extent necessary. Member8of the pational Civil Police shell refrain
from ueing firearms in such caeee, eave where the meetings are violent
end other meanshave been eehaueted, end only under the circumetencee
provided for in eubperagraph 2 of this article.

6.

Seceptionel circumetancee, such as internal political
instability
other public emergency
situation. may not be invoked to justify
non-compliance with these norms.

Members
barracke.

and for

or any

of the pational Civil Police shall not normally be required to.live
in
Such a regime ehall be applied only in exceptional circumstances
the tima strictly
neceeeary.

Vehicle% coreuanicatione systems, unifome, facilities
end,
in general, any
8quiPment used by ere
of the Uational Civil Police
shall be suited to the
requirement8
of a police force of the type defined in thie act.
TITLE III
POLICERSSuLAT1ops

Msmbereof the
duties,

Uationel

be deferred

Civil Police shell, in tbe perfomeece of their
to as repreeentativee of authority for all legal purposes.

The duties of the police shall be to;
1.

Beepect humenrights,
the Conetitutino
circumstance8 in which they are requited

and the law, whetevet the
to fulfil

their

mission.

/ ...
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2.

Obey and cakry out orders and instructions
given by their
hierarchical
superiors
, which shall
always be consistent
with the Constitution
and
laws of the Republic.
Obedience
to an order from above shall
not be
justification
for committing
acts which are clearly
punishable.

3.

Show due consideration
and courtesy
in their
relations
with the public
au& with their
subordinates.
Police
shall
identify
themselves
before
taking
measures that restrict
freedom.
except where circumstances
of &I
flearanfe
delictQ
prevent
them from doing so.

4.

Intervene
property

5.

Refrain
receiving

6.

Refrain
from taking
or demonstrations.
Refrain
similar

The rights

where necessary,
even when off
and to prevel
R crime.
from engaging
in any other
gifts
or rewards related
an active

A policeman
the reasons

to protect

remunerated
activity
to the performance

part,

while

from
organising
themselves
aims and from participating

of the policeman

duty,

on duty,

into unions
in strikes.

persons

and

and from
of their
duties.

in political

meetings

or other groups

pursuing

are as followsr

shall enjoy job security.
provided
by law.

He may not be dismissed

except

for

A policeman
shall have the right
to be informed
by his superiors
of the
missions,
organisation
and functioning
of the servicu
to which he
belongs.
3.

A policemen
shall have the riqht
police
force,
under the conditions

to be promoted
provided
for

4.

A policeman
and length

to remuneration

5.

A policemau

7.

right

consistent

with

of the
his

rank

shall have the riqht to annual leave of no less than 15
The leave period
shall be increased
after
the fifth
year
on such conditions
as are determinfnttd by the rules.

working days.
of

6.

shall have the
of service.

within
the ranks
in this act.

service,

A policeman

shall

In the exercise

have

the riqht

of bie

functions,

to a pension aad to social
a policeman

shall

have the

security.
following

prerogatives:
a.

To request

the cooperation

of any authority;
/...
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without cherge

b.

To have access
services4

C.

To be treated
free
clinics
and health
his Butiesr

,
a.

of charge
services,

To be granted
facilities
to improve his academic

A policemen
duties.

shall

be responsible

Members of the National
disciplinary
measures,

to collective
an8 on a priority
if he is injured

for pursuing
level.

for

public

acts

basis
in

studies

committed

transport

in hospitals,

the

that

of

performance

will

enable

in the performance

him

of his

Civil
Police
shell be subject
to the following
depending
on +?ra gravity
of th8 misdemeanour
committed:
, /

1.

Verbal

warning.

2.

Written

3.

Suspension

without

4.

Arrest

a maximum period

5.

Demotion.

6.

nismissal.

warning.

for

pay.
of

15

days.

Verbal or written
warnings
shall be within
the competence
servfcet
the policemen
shall,
however,
have the right
of
6isciplinary
committee.
The other penalties
shall be impose6 by a dieciplinery
authority
of the General Inspectorate.
Such penalties
means
of a procedure
which gives the policeman
access
respects
the rights
of defence.

of each Chief
appeal to a

Of

committee
under the
may be imposed only by
to the dossier
and which

The investigation
of mfsdemeanours
shell be the responsibility
of the Geogral
Inspectorate,
which may act e
or on a complaint
from any citiren,
the
chief of service of the policeman
COM8rne6,
the Attorney-General
0” the
Republic
or the National
Counsel for the Defence of Ilwnaa Rights.
Article

24

Members of the National
Civil
Police
best interests
of an administrative

may

bs

or judicial

suspended,
with
investigation

pay, where the
so require.
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TITLE IV
POLICE CAREER AND MANNING TABLE
brticle

22

Personnel of the National Civil Police must have a vocation of service to the
community, a capacity for humanrelations and emotional maturity, and the
physical condition require& to serve as a police officer.
They must be suited
to serving in a police force which is designed, structured aa operated as a
civilian
institution
with the purpose of protecting and guaranteeing the free
exercise of the rights and freedoms of individuals; preventing and combating
all types of crimes; and maintaining
internal peace, tranquillity,
order ana
public security.
They must also be able to a&just
their conduct
satisfactorily
to the doctrine and legal regime of the National Civil Police.

The manning table of the National Civil
levels anti categories:
1.

Basic level,

Police shall consist of the following

with the categories of:

constable,

officer

[corporal]

and

sergeant.
2.

Executive level,
chief
inspector.

3.

Senior

with the categories ofr

level,
witb
superintendent].

the

categories

ofr

deputy inspect-r,
[intendant,

inspector and

senior intenaant tina

to the National Civil Police shall be contingent on passing the
to the National Public Security
Academy
snd completing
the selective basic training
course provided there.
Admiesion
entrance

examinations

The entrance examinations shall be designed to ensure that candidetes fit the
profile required to belong to the Netional Civil Police, eccoraing to each of
the levels of responsibility
defined
fn this act, and ehell consist oft a
test of generel
knowledge, e physicel examination, a medicel examination and a
peycboloqical examinetion. These exsminations shell be supplemented by
personal
interviews with the candidates.

The minimumrequirements for applicants for

the entrance examinations ares

1.

Bg Salvadorian by birth.

2.

Have reeched tbs age of 18 before euhmitting

the application,
/ .. .
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Have completed the level of studies required for

3.

the

category

conceraed.

4.

pie physically

fit.

5.

Save full

6.

Have no criminal record,
verdict.

exercise

of their

civic

i.e.,

rights.

convictions

resulting

from a final

For the categories of constable end officer
[corporal],
applicant8 are
required to have completed the ninth grade of education or its equivalent.
Fdr
other categories of the basic level, a high school diploma is required.
The executive level requires an intermediate university diploma, or the
successful completion of three years of university studies or their
equivalent.
The senior level require@ a university degree or its equivalent.

Membersof the National Civil Police may be promoted within the categories of
the basic level by meansof competitive examinations amongthose with more
than two years' service in the lower category who meet the requirements for
the category for which they are applying.
Those selected muet also
euccessfully complete the court~e organised for the purpose by the national
Public Security Academy.

the executive and senior levels, half the posts shall be reserved for
internal promotion. The remaining half may be filled by external competitive
examination.
At

Promotion within these categories shall also be by competitive examination
amongthose with more than three years' service in the lower category
who meet
the requirements for the category
for which they are applying.
Those eelected
must
also eucceasfully complete the course organised for the purpose by the
National Public Seourity Academy.
.
Article

36

Admfinistrative, technical and servioe staff employed by the hattonal Civil
Police shall be subject to civil service regulations an6 ehall not belong to
the police.

/ . ..
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The transitional
period
for the establishment
of the Tations
Civil Police
shall be 24 months, starting from the entry of the first contingent of
basic-level
stu&ehZs to the National Public Security Acadsmy.

During the trausition,
the National Civil Police ohs11 not be attached to any
The Director-General
shall be under the direct authority
of the
President of the Republic.

Ministry.

The National Civil Police shall
terms laid dovn by this act.

be ruu by the Director-General,

under the

During the period of transition
until the functional
and territorial
structures of the National Civil Police are operaihg
normally, the
Director-General
shall be appointed by the President of the Republic from a
list of three caudidates proposed by the National Couu~ission for the
Consolidation
of Peace (COPAN).

Duriug the treasition,
the Director-General
shall establish appropriate
macbiuery for information
and comnunication
with COPAN 80 that the Coauniesion
oam perform its function of supervising
the orgenioetion
of the Datioual
Civil
Police.
As part of the normal exercise of its funations,
COPAT shall
deaiguate a m&COmiaaiOn
to carry out this task, wbiah shall serve as en
advisory commission to the Coordiaetor or to the Director-General.

The National

Civil Police shall tahe up its functions gradually,
as
oontingents graduating from the Uatioael Public Security Aaademy mahe it
possible to staff fully each of the functional and territorial
structures
provided for in this act. The Director-General
shall determine
and or&r according to which this assumption of fun&ions
shell

tkpriorities
tehe plaae.
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The proaess of replaaing the former
security
forces
shall be oarried out by
geegrapbical QepartmsaL
making sure that
there are ao gaps in a?rtbority.
Within 21 months of the launching of this process, all departments must be
covered
by contingents of the National Civil Police.

While the first
senior
and executive officers
of the National Civil
Police are
being trained, the Director-General may order the areatioa of provisional
~omands for a predetenninetl period.

/ .. .
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AUUEX III
PBBLIMINABY BILL ON TBB NATIONAL PUBLIC SECUBPTY ACABBMY

(1) The National Public Security Academy of El Salvador shall be
established
a8 an autonomous body under the authority
of the Ministry
of the
Interior
and Public Security.
the Acaclemy shall be accorded
(2) In order to achieve its purposes,
own juridical
personality,
shall enjoy aminirtrative
autonomy and shall
fully gualified
to act in accordance with the legislation
in force.
(3)
sufficient
budget.

The
territory.

The Academy
reaourcea

Academy
The

shall
maae

operate
available

with financial
autonomy and must have
To that en& it shall have its
to it.

may conduct
its activitien
Academy’s
headquarters
shall

(1)

The Academy shall

(a)

To train

have the

its
be

throughout the national
be situated
in . . .

following

members of the Bational

ovn

functions.

Civil

among

others:

Police8

(b)
To develop selection
procedures and to conduct the corresponding
oxamiuations for %dmissioo to, and promotion in, the National Civil Polices

(c) To investigate,
to Wmly
and to publicine
Batioaal Civil Police en& public security.
(2) The Academy
shall provide the tuition
aouraem set up for the National Civil Police,
to bo established.

matters

relating

to the

corresponding
to training
in accordenae
with the aurriaula

(3) In order
to attain and develop the above objectives, the Acadoay
ah811 promote institutional
cooperation with uuiversities,
the judiaiary,
the
Public Prodecutor*m Office and other
national or foreign inrtitutioaa
relevant
to the teaching purposes referred
to above.

The administration
ml--mL1I
“*.c1--.

-“A
-

l La
-

%--A-l.-u-Y.*”

and managementorgans
ms...s-1
“YuaaCII.

of

the

Academy Shall

be

the4

s
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Tha Director. who shall have the ssmerank es the Director-General of the
National Civil Police, shall be appointed, on the sameconditions a8 the
Director-General of Police,
on the propose1 of the Ministry of the Interior
sob Publia Security.
The Director

shall have e three-year

term

office.

of

The Academic Council shall comprise eight members,
all civilians
legal, police and academic life, appointed by
in civilian,
cultural.
the Minister, on the proposal of the Director and on the basis of criteria
of
Their term of office shall be the sameas that
of the Director of
pluralism.
the AMdag.
grominsnt

The Director

'

of

the

Academy

shall be responsible for:

(a)

Managing the earvices and staff

(b)

Authorising

(0)

18suing diplomas end certificates;

of

the

Academy;

expantliture an8 payments;

(d) drenting the appointments end contracts of the teaching staff
Aca&my, &aignatad by the Academic
Councils
(a)

Biring the sbninistrative

staff

of

(f)

Drawing up the preliminary

(g)

bfanaging the implementation of training

the

of the

Academy;

budget proposal;
and selection plans.

The Academic Council shall be responsible for;
(a) Designating the teaching staff, in such a manner as to ensure that
w political
tendency shall predominate emongthat staffr
(b) Determining the admissions
biroriminatoryi
(c)
activities;

system

and ensuring that it is not

Giving opinions end recommenclatiooaon

the

Academy’s

teaching

/ . ..
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(d) Reporting
considerations
(e)

The

Preparing

Academy’s

to the Director

on matters

an annual report

on the activities

assets shall comprise the following

(a)

Contributions

by the Governmentt

(b)

Contributions

by international

(a)

Subsidies and other public or private

(d)

Considerations granted under

(e)

Other

(1)
decree)

which he submits

resources

which

The organisational

(2) The permanent staff
servants.

may

of

for

of the Academy.

resources1

organisations;
contributions;

agreements,

be granted

structure

to it

to

it.

of the Academy

shall be determined by

the Academy shall have the Status

of

civil

Whendesignating the first
Director and the first
Academic
Council of the
Academy, the following principles shall apply, on an interim basis:
(1)

The Director shall be appointed by the President of the Republic,
of three candidates proposed by the Uational Commissionfor the
Consolidation of Peace (COPAS)
from a liet

(2)

The members
of the Academic
Council shall be proposed in lists of
by COPASon the basis of criteria
of political
pluralism, for
appointment by the President of the Republic;
three

candidates

(3) During the transition,
the National Public Security Academy
shall
not be attaahed
to any Ministry.
Its Director
shall be under the direct
authority of the President of the Republic.
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The meetins
AGENDA

ITEM 75:

was.called

to order

at 10.20

QUESTIONS RELATING TO INFORMATION

(A/46/21,

a.m.

336,

449)

1.
Mrs. SEVIGB (Under-Secretary-General
for Public Information)
said that
events over the past year had propelled
the United Nations
to the forefront
of
the international
scene and spurred
a revival
of public
and media interest,
Her Department
had spared no effort
to meet the increased
demand for
information,
parti.:ularly
on the role of the Organisation
and on actions
taken
by the Security
Cc. ncil
and the Secretary-General.
DPI was the focal point
within
the United Nations
for information
on the latest
developments;
as such
it made available
to the press topical
and background
documents,
updates and
summaries of coming documents,
and had oroanized
press conferences.
It had
given national
and international
coverage to the Secretary-General's
diplomacy
on the hostage question,
El Salvador.
Cyprus,
Afghanistan,
the emergency in
the Horn of Africa,
and the United Nations
operation
in Western Sahara.
DPI
missions
in
staff
had also acted as press spokesmen for many United Nations
the field.
The Department
had continued
to survey public
opinion
and awareness
in
2.
Member States
about the United Fations.
Thus far, with the release
of 29
public
cpinion
surveys
since 1989, about one quarter
of the world's
population
The polls had provided
very useful
data on priority
issues
had been covered.
of interest
to the public
as well as on sources
of information
about the
Organisation and its agencies, enabling DPI to monitor the trends and adjust
its activities
accordingly.
The polls had consistently
shown that most people
had little
specific
knowledge about the agencies and programmes of the United
and that the issues of major
concern were the environment,
Nati.ons system,
peace and security,
human rights,
drug abuse, disarmament, children's
issues
and global food programmes. Thus, besides explaining
how the United Nations
system
was constituted,
the Department's major
task would be to explain to the
public how the Organisation's
work was related to the issues that concerned
them and hew it was relevant to their lives.
That called for new strategies,
an example of which was the awatd by DPI of certificates
of recognition
to any
pro bong campaigns by memb!rs
of the International
Advertising
Association
or
the International
Public Relatiolrs Association that supported the programmes
and cjoals of the United Nations.
3.
The Department had continued to produce factual media profiles
of Member
States, which gave a good picture of the various countries and would be
included in the second, expanded edition of the World Media Handbook to be
published early in 1992.

The Department was still
striving
to stimulate public interest
in the
4.
United Nations in order to attract
more
Support for its objectives.
Several
media round tables had been organised both at Headquarters and in the field,
bringing senior media representatives
from different
regions of the world
together with top United Nations officials
to discuss topics including
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disarmamunt,
human rights
and the question
of Palestine.
DPI had organised
briefing
programmes for nearly
700 public
groups and had arranged
for
Secretariat.officials
to speak on issues
of interest
to the United Nations
to
As part
many audiences
in North America and in different
parts
of the world.
the Department's 1991 training
of the outreach to media professionals,
programme for broadcasters and journalists
had since September been briefing
and giving in-service
training
to 14 participants
from developing countries.
5.
As a follow-up
to the thorough review by the Committee on Information
of
the Yearbook of the United Nati ens the Department had arranged for the
publication
of three backlog edit&s
of the Y&$&.9&
those of 1988, 1989 and
1990. The 1987 Yearbook would be ready for publicat&
by the end of the
to be completed in
year. and work had already begun on the 1991 edition,
late 1992. All editions would be produced in accordance with the new
guidelines set after the review, and it was expected that those changes would
restore the regular and timely production of the Yearbook, while maintaining
its usual high standards as a reference book on the work of the Organisation.
6.
Using a variety
of media tailored
to different
audiences, the Department
had sought to draw global public attention
to and support for priority
issues
such as peace-keeping, disarmament, decolonisation,
human rights,
the struggle
and economic and social development.
against apartheid,
7.
On the subject of peace-making and peace-keeping,
in which interest
was
higher than ever, the Department had produced television
news items that were
regularly
broadcast, for example on the Cable News Network "World Report", as
well as press kits and other information
on ongoing United Nations
peace-keeping operations.
In March, the Department had co-sponsored a
symposium held in Singapore on the changing role of the United Nations in
in cooperation with the Institute
of
conflict
resolution
and peace-keeping,
Policy Studies of Singapore and the Government of Japan.
8.
The Department had also organired several non-governmental-organisation
(NGO) briefings
on issues relating
to disarmament and to international
peace
and security.
The theme of the annual RGOConference
sponsored by DPI in
September and attended by some l.200 representatives
from 60 Member States,
had been peace, justice
and development as ingredients
for an emerging world
order.
As coordinator
of the public information
activities
of Lhe World
Public
Information
Campaign on Human Rights,
the Department had proposed to the Joint
United Nations Information
Committee (JUNIC) the establishment of an
inter-agency
working group on human rights.
An ad hoc working group had been
set up to prepare for the 1993 World Conference on Human Rights end for the
observance of 1993 as the International
Year for the World's Indigenous People.
9.
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had also worked with the secretariat
of the United Nations
10. The Department
Conference
on Environment
and Development
and with other United Nations
agencies
on preparations
for the Conference,
to be held in June 1992 in
Brazil.
All the Unite1 Nations
information
centres
were working
to increase
local awareness
of sustainable
development,
using a variety
of print.
radio
and television
items produced by the Department
in official
languages.
11. The Department
was also producing
regular
television
coverage of events
method of publicizing
the
at Headquarters
and, as perhaps the most efficient
United Nations
message,
it sent daily video highlights
of the United Nations
coverage
to the international
television
syndicators,
Wisnews and Worldwide
the material
in their
daily
Television
News, which in turn distributed
satellite
newsfeeds
to over 1,000 television
stations
in nearly
100 countries.
12.
In a number of publications
and broadcasts,
the Department
continued
to
cover economic and social
development
issues,
including
natural
disaster
reduction,
international
efforts
to combat illicit
drugs,
the aftermath
of
Chernobyl,
and the external
debt problem.
had continued
to call attention
to the issue of African
13. The Department
recovery
and development.
Its journal,
Africa
Recovery,
targeted
at foreign
the media and NGOs, was widely
recognised
as a major
policy-makers,
publication
in that area.
Together with the United Nations
Development
Programme (UNDP), the Department
had organised
a tour of Togo and the United
Republic
of Tanzania r'or 31 senior
journalists
from prominent
world newspapers
to allow them to experience
first-hand
some
of the economic and social
challenges
confronting
African
countries.
and communications
questions
14. As part OF the new approach to information
pursuant
to General Assembly resolution
45/76, DPI and the United Nations
Educational,
Social and Cultural
Organisation
(UNESCO), in cooperation
with
UNDP and several
national
agencies
for international
development,
had in the
spring
of 1991 organised
a seminar in Namibia on the promotion
of an
independent
and pluralistic
press in Africa
, with participants
frcm 30 African
The Department
had just published
and circulated
worldwide
the
countries.
final
document of the seminar,
the Windhoek Declaration
on Promoting
an
Independent
and Pluralistic
African
Press,
and was in the process
of
estimating
the financial
implications
of the projects
proposed
therein.
The
Department,
working
closely
with UNESCO, was now considering
similar
seminars
for media professionals
- including
experts
in marketing,
distribution
and
banking - from Asia, Eastern
Europe and Latin America.
Such seminars
could
help forge the democratic
culture
and the entrepreneurial
spirit
that were
Indeed, a free,
pluralistic
and
essential
for both development
and democracy.
independent
press was the sine aua non of any democratisation
process,
and
democracy and economic development
went hand in hand.
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15. The struggle
against
apartheid
remained a major concern.
The travelling
photo exhibit
organised
jointly
with the Centre against
Apartheid
was
constantly
being updated to reflect
the rapidly
changing situation
in
South Africa,
and the Department
had continued
to produce anti-apartheid
radio
programmes for broadcast
to South Africa
from neighbouring
States.
16. The Department
had also maintained
its multi-media
programme on the
question
of Palestine:
national
journalists'
encounters
had been held in
Belgium and Germany, and a regional
encounter
for European journalists
had
been held in Finland.
17. The network
of 67 United Nations information
centres had continued to
promote public interest
in and understanding of the goals and activities
of
the Organisation,
through extensive contacts with the press, educational
institutions,
non-governmental organisations
and other bodies in the countries
concerned.
In close collaboration
particularly
with UNDP, DPI was seeking to
project a consistent
image of the United.Nations.
In recent months, it had,
inter alia, organized two regional meetings of directors
of information
centres in Africa and in Europe, and a regional meeting in Latin America
focusing on reference service training
at the information
centres.
In order
to ensure more
rapid distribution
of information
to the information
centres,
DPI was giving special attention
to introducing
new electronic
techniques and
equipment, and training
staff to use them. By the end of the year, some
30 centres would be linked to Headquarters by electronic
mail.
In compliance
with General Assembly resolution
45/76, DPI had taken steps to establish
an
information
centre in Namibia; it was also discussing the budgetary
implications
of opening centres in Poland and Yemen,
and preparing estimates
of funds needed for operations in other
existing
centres.
All the information
centres were working valiantly
to respond to the renewed interest
in the
United Nations and to meet
the rising demand in Member States for information
on topical
subjects but, paradoxically,
they were being asked to do so within
unrealistically
small budgets and even with reduced staff.
She appealed to
all Governments to increase their financial
assistance to the information
centres in their countries.
Her ambition for DPI was to instil
a dynamism that would carry it forward
to the year 2000, rather than having a system
that could do no more
than react
piecemeal to events.
A solid and vital
communication programme that would
reach the greatest number of people was the best way to promote
multilateralism
and arouse a ground-swell of support for the Organization's
whole range
of activities
throughout the world.
18.

19. Mr. LAGORSQ(Argentina),
speaking as Chairman of the Committee on
Information
and introducing
the Committee's report (A/46/21),
said that the
Committee had decide8 by consensus to recommend to the General Assembly the
adoption of the two draft resolutions
contained in section IV of the report,
concerning information
in service of humanity and United Nations public
information
policies
and activities.
It had been left to the Special
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Political
Committee to agree
to the draft
resolutions.

on the preambular

paragraphs

that

might

be added

As a result
of discussions
held on strengthening
the capabilities
of the
20.
network
of United Nations
information
centres
and services,
reports
from the
centres
would be submitted
to the Committee on Information
for its 1992
the Committee had decided to recommend to
substantive
session.
Furthermore,
the General Assembly
the establishment
of an information
centre
in yeanen, as
well as the strengthening
of four existing
centres
in Tehran, Dar es Salaam,
Dhaka and Bujumbura.

21. Be drew attention
to the draft
decision
recommending the increase
of the
membership of the Committee by one and the appointment
of Burkina
Faso to fill
the position,
and expressed
the hope that the Committee would endorse the
consensus
recommendation.
Seminars such as
22.
very
3 May 1991, were

that he:d at Windhoek,
Namibia,
from 29 April
to
important
and constructive:
accordingly,
the Committee
on Information
wished to encourage the Department
of Public Information
and
UNESCO to continue
their
efforts
to organise
such seminars
in other regions
of
the world.
23, Hr. ISAKSSON (United Nations
Educational,
Scientific
and Cultural
Organixation)
said that,
in accordance
with its Constitution,
UNESCO had made
promoting
the free flow of information
one of its top priorities.
Its new
strategy
for the development
of communications
and the free flow of
information
called
upon the Organization
to strive
for the development
of
free.
independent and pluralistic
media in both public and private
sectors.
Examples of activities
conducted under the auspices of the new strategy
included the Windhoek Seminar, which had stated in its Declaratiou
that a
similar seminar should be convened for journalists
and managers of radio and
television
services in Africa.
24.

In the field of East-West cooperation,
UNESCOhad helped to establish a
regional media centre in Warsaw, which would respond to the urgent needs
existing
in Eastern European countries to train journalists,
exchange
information
and documentation and introduce the principles
and practices of
independent and pluralistic
media.
25.

26.
A8 vhere technical
cooperation among developing countries was concerned,
UNESCOhad assisted in the organisation
of a Tricontinental
Meeting on
South-South Cooperation and Communication, which had been held in
March/April
1991.

Finally,
the International
Programme for the Development of
27.
Communication (IPDC) had continued to support projects aimed at meeting the
needs of the developing countries in the field of communications, information
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However, the programme was in great
media infrastructures.
generous contributions
from donors.

mass

UNESCQ)
need of

speaking on behalf of the European Community
28. Hr. HIENSCH (Netherlands),
was the basic tenet
and its 12 member
States, said that freedom of information
of any democratic society and should not be subject to any restriction,
The Community wished to pay particular
tribute
to the
limitation
or control.
journalists
who had died over the previous year in the performance of their
duty.
between
29. The Community considered that in order to reduce disparities
developed and developing countries,
the developing countries'
capacity to
disseminate information
should be enlarged and reinforced.
To that end,
cooperation should be carried out primarily
through UNESCOand its programmes,
such as the International
Programme for the Development of Communication.
The
Windhoek Seminar and Declaration
provided an excellent
example of such
cooperation.
30. The consensus existing
in the Committee on Information
should enable it
to concentrate on the elaboration
of guidelines for the Department of Public
Information.
The Committee should take care not to draft a long list of
recommendations which DPI would not have the resources to implement.
The
operative
parts of the draft resolution
on United Nations information
policies
and activities
should be streamlined in order to enable the Department to draw
The Community welcomed the Committee on
up an order of priorities.
Information's
decision to set up regular meetings between the members
of the
Bureau and representatives
of regional groups.
31. The Twelve had always maintained that an information
component should
where necessary be an integral
part of plans for United Nations conferences
and peace-keeping operations and should not be subject to ad hoc arrangements
at a later stage.
They supported efforts
to make DPI more professional
and
effective,
and suggested that at its next session the Committee on Information
should discuss the consolidation
of public information
activities
in the
Department.
centres were an important tool for the
32. United Nations information
Department in disseminating
information
on the United Nations.
The Community
welcomed the regional meetings of Directors of Information
Centre6 since they
provided an excellent
opportunity
to share and exchange experience and
information.
33. Mr. MAID@@ (Pakistan)
said that his delegation deemed it imperative to
promote cooperation with UNESCO, strenrcthen the United Nations information
centres and services,
ana enhance training
programmes for broadcasters and
journalists
from developing countries.
He therefore
urged the Department of
Public Information
to intensify
its activities
accordingly.
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to resolution
45176 A, he expressed
the hope that the
34. Referring
Secretary-General
would devote special
attention
to the issue of a new world
information
and communication
order and report
to the General Assembly
on the
measures
adopted to carry
out such a mandate.
The current
structure
of
information
lacked balance,
objectivity
and fairness,
since the enormous
resources
and technological
superiority.of
a small group of countries,
representing
only 15 per cent of the world population,
had enabled them to
monopolise
the flow of information
to the world.
The structure
should
therefore
be democratised
to provide
a forum which allowed
the participation
of all nations
in human devolopment
and international
progress,
thus evolving
a broader
and more balanced presentation
of information.
Current
conditions
in the world were particularly
conducive
to such a change.
new information
order,
the developing
countries
35. Under the envisaged
should receive
help to improve their
overall
media capacities,
thus enabling
them
to participate
freely
in the global pursuit
of information
and
communication
and play a more substantive
role in advocating
freedom of
information
and expression,
a concept which Pakistan
was committed
to
upholding.
Experience
in Pakistan
had demonstrated
the useful
purpose
served by
36.
United Nations
radio broadcasts
in projecting
and disseminating
information
on
the activities
of the United Nations
and its agencies.
His country
therefore
reiterated
the call by the Committee on Information
to strengthen
the Asian
and Pacific
Radio Unit,
and called upon DPI to produce Urdu programmes through
a regular
uuit at the Headquarters.
His delegation
also supported
a
strengthening
of the Information
Centres
Division,
given its potential
for
enhancing
the image of the United Nations
in the countries
where the Centres
were accredited.
Products
Division,
his
37. While commending the work of the Information
delegation
believed
that a strengthening
of the Photo Unit would help improve
its productivity.
It also strongly
supported
the activities
of the United
Nations
Correspondents'
Association.
Pakistan
and other developing
countries
were inadequately
represented
on the staff
of DPI, particularly
at senior
level;
that situation
should be redressed
in keeping with the principle
of
geographical
representation.
of UNESCO, notably
the International
Programme for the
36. The activities
Development
of Communication
and its efforts
in relation
to South-South
cooperation,
were instrumental
to the creation
of a new world information
and
communication
order.
The role of those employed in the media must be appropriately
recognised
in order to encourage
their
professional
performance
with the ultilrte
aim of
creating
a more congenial
climate
for a better
world.
Finally,
he stressed
the importance
of the free flow of information
between States was vital,
and
access to information
was a fundamental
human right
in the quest for global
progress
and prosperity.
39.
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said that public
information
was an instrument
for
40. Mr. POSSQ (Ecuador)
strengthening
democracy,
but measures were needed to protect
the system from
manipulation
and disinformation
at the hands of transnational
media interests
with their
superior
technical
resources.
In the interests
of improving
and
asserting
the independence
of its information
system,
Ecuador had backed
subregional
and regional
efforts
to integrate
information
facilities
and had
played an active
role in the Pool of News Agencies
of the Non-Aligned
Countries.
41. He recalled
his delegation's
support
for the new world information
and
communication
order and the consensus
which had been achieved with regard to
general
guidelines
and the tasks to be assigned
to the Department
of Public
In fulfilling
those tasks,
account must be taken of the vital
Information.
need to rectify
the imbalance between developing
and developed
countries
with
regard to access to and control
of information
sources,
while
seeking
to
combat commercial
exploitation
in the form of the self-interested
dissemination
of information
by those countries
with sophisticated
technological
resources.
42. With regard
combine to share
of multinationals
enabling
them to
the imposition
of

to technology
transfer,
the less advanced countries
should
advanced facilities
and products
in order break the monopoly
and improve individual
countries'
infrastructures,
thereby
develop their
own technology
and output 50 as to counteract
programmss
foreign
to their
cultures
and traditions.

should also be made to devise a genuine code of conduct,
based on
43. Efforts
individual
rights
but stressing
the advantage5
of international
cooperation
and solidarity
and the role of public communication as an instrument for the
global development of peoples.
The United Nations public information
system also needed to be improved;
in planning its work,
DPI should take account of areas warranting greater
emphasis as a result of regional or international
developments; and that would
obviate the need for it to improvise special information
measures at
particular
times, and might even enable it to influence world public opinion
in specific
fields.
44.

The guidelines
for United Nations public information
merited special
consideration,
in that they covered such vital
topics as environmental
protection.
measures to combat drugs trafficking,
decolonization,
elimination
of inhuman and degrading practices and the promotion of human
rights.
45.

In addition to reflecting
the day-to-day work
of the Organisation,
the
Department of Public Information
should also be ready to concentrate
its
efforts
in individual
countries and regions when circumstances so warranted.
46.

His delegation attached particular
importance to the United Nations
information
centres, and was puzzled by the inconsistencies
in their
geographical
location
and the disparities
in the material
and human resources
47.
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Public information
was a matter
for
available
to different
centres.
and should not be left
to United Nations
professionals
and specialists,
His delegation
had proposed
in the Committee
technical
cooperation
agencies.
on Information
that the Secretariat
or a group of independent
experts
should
study the location,
structure
and costs of existing
information
centres
and
put forward
general
canclusions
which reflected
the public
information
needs
of the United Nations
and the actual
conditions
prevailing
in tb.e countries
it
served,
with the aim of establishing
a network
of rationally
located
information
centres
with broadly
similar
capacities
and facilities.
48.
In conclusion,
his delegation
believed
that the Special
Political
Committee should support
the work of the Committoe on Information
by giving
it
a specific
mandate to continue
defining
the new world information
order and
determining
its basic content.
It also commended the willingness
shown in the
report
of the Secretary-General
(A/4G/449)
to meet the expectations
of world
public
opinion
in the face of the radical
changes now occurring
in the world.
49.
purr. EHLERS (Uruguay)
said that debates
in the Committee on Information
The subject
which had attracted
most attention
had
had been constructive.
undoubtedly
been that of the information
centres,
a fact adequately
reflected
in the relevant
paragraphs
of the Committee's
report
and of draft
resolution
II.
Discussion
of that subject
should continue
with a view to
determining
guidelines
for the opening of such centres:
the guidelines
contained
the document on the subject
submitted
by the Secretariat
needed to
be further
considered
and extended if they were to secure the support
and
approval
of Member States.
50. The periodic
assessments
of the centres
by the Secretariat
would enable
the Committee on Information
to produce a more incisive
aLlalysis,
while
coordination
with UNDP and its offices
was vital
in ensuring
adequate
diffusion
of information
in countries
without
informaLion
centres.
51.
Given that
the
expenditure
incurred
in the system
should

resources

of

by information
be reimbursed.

DPI could
centres

not be increased
in real
terms,
on behalf of other organisations

all

52. His Government was investigating
possible
ways of cooperating
with the
Department
and neighbouring
countries
with a view to opening an information
office
in Montevideo,
making full use of the limited
resources
available
and
in cooperation
with the Buenos Aires Information
Centre and possibly
the UNDP
office
in Montevideo,
an experiment
which,
if successful,
could serve as a
model for further
initiatives.
He welcomed the readiness
of both the
Department
and the Argentine
Government to cooperate
on the matter,
as
reflected
in paragraph
87 of the report
of the Comr?ittee on Information.
supported
53. His delegation
of the Yearbook of the United
that respect
detailed
in part
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the work programme aimed
Nations
up to date, and
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resolution
II, that informal
and the Department
of Public

contacts
Information

the work of DPI, Committee members needed to
54. To help them in monitcring
have more information
concerning
the action
taken on the general
quidelines
laid down in the draft
resolutions:
in that respect,
it would be useful
for
meetings
to be held with regional
representatives
so as to ascertain
what
products
were being pro&-.zed and sent to individual
regions.
His deleqation
would like to have access to the radio,
television
and video programmes
produced in Spanish for the Latin American region and was willing
to respond
to the request
for cooperation
in securing
access to the mass media in its
country
and in disseminating
information
about the services
offered
by the
United Nations.
Greater
knowledge
of the Products
directed
specifically
at
hia delegation's
region would help produce fruitful
collaboration.
55. Mr
speaking
on behalf of the Nordic countries,
said
.--- BACKST.f?Q (Sweden),
it was important
to maintain
the consensus
reached the previous
year on the
topic of information
in the service
of humanity and the mandate for the United
Nations
public
information
policies
and activities.
its present
financial
constraints,
the Department
of Public
56. Within
Information
should be encouraged
to be flexible
to the new demands arising
from the new momentum for political
change in the world.
Increased
coordination
between the specialized
agencies
of the United Nations
should
likewise
be encouraged,
and UNESCO had an important
role to play in that
respect.
The role of the United Nations
information
centres
had expanded
world wide, and the Nordic countries
therefore
advocated
further
discussions
on the establishment
of new centres.
countries
supported
the promotion
of an independent
and
57. The Nordic
pluralistic
press world wide,
in view of the fundamental importance of the
freedom of speech and information
to the development of international
Accordingly,
they were concerned over the existing
imbalances in
relations.
access to information,
and would continue to help developing countries expand
their communication capacity in order
to improve the free flow of information
to benefit the world as a whole.
said that the goal of promoting a new
58. Mr, SOUTELLO-ALVES(Brazil)
democratic world order would be undermined if the capacity to receive and
impart information
remained limited to a few segments of the international
Policies should therefore
be devised to enhance the communications
community.
infrastructures,
capabilities
and technical
expertise
of the developing
countries on as equitable a basis as possible, thus furthering
the principle
that freedom of information
and the press should act as the principal
safeguard of a world order based on the free flow of ideas, people and goods.
His delegation had been pleased to note that the draft resolution
contained in
It aleo welcomee the *.."
:-.--:'--.L:-document A/46/21 acknowledged that fart,
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to submit

observations

and proposals

on the

means

of furthering

59. The Department
of Public Information
should be capable of responding
to
the growing
need for information
about United Nations
activities,
notably
by
demonstrating
flexibility
in choosing
priority
areas for the dissemination
of
such information.
Increased
flexibility
should however not detract
from the
collective
responsibility
of Member
States for guiding
and supervising
the
Department's
work,
and in that context
his delegation
welcomed the
recommendation
made in draft
resolution
II regarding
periodic
consultations
betweon the Bureau of the Committee of Information
and DPI.
Within that
framework,
a useful
discussion
could be conducted
on improving
the daily
briefings
to delegatious,
which were entitled
to comprehensive
coverage
of
daily events at the United Nations.
regarding
DPI coverage of the 1992 United Nations
Conference
on
60. Finally,
Environment
ana Development,
to which his delegation
attached
great
significance,
he said that DPI should further
discuss
implementing
a
system-wide
information
programme, particularly
since the environment
was now
deemed to be the highest
priority
issue suitable
for inter-agency
cooperation.
61. Mr. LAGORIQ (Argentina)
stressed
the importance
of the Windhoek
Declaration
on Promoting
an Independent
and Pluralistic
African
Press,
and
welcomed the Windhoek seminar's
recommendation
that the General Assembly
should include
in its agenda the question
of censorship
as a serious
human
rights
violation;
that proposal
was in keeping with the spirit
of resolution
59 (I) of 14 December 194b,
which declared
that freedom of information
was a
fundamental
human sight.
The Department
of Public Information
should hold
further
seminars
of the same kind in other regions,
particularly
Latin
America.
He also supported
the proposal
to institute
a froedom of information
day as a vital
step in consolidating
the principle
of the freedom of
information
ana communication.
It would be very useful
for private
institutions
and non-governmental
organisations
to take
part in the work of the Committee on Information,
and to
give it the benefit
of their
experience.
One of the main challenges
facing
that Committee was the vital
need to initiate
a serious
and comprehensive
study of the syskem
of United Nations
information
centres
and, in that
connection,
the reports
to be considered
by the Committee at its
fourteenth
session
were of vital
importance.
He also supported
the proposal
put forward
by Ecuador that a group of experts
should be set up to study the
whole question
and propose possible
courses
of action.
The informal
consultation
mechanism established
during the Committee on Information's
last
session
should provide
a useful
channel for discussing
matters
of interest
in
the intervals
between sessions.
62.

The meetina

rose

at 12.40

D.m.

